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1 Introduction

If costlessly enforceable contracts regulate all the actions of economic actors

that a�ect the well being of others, competitive equilibria are Pareto e�cient

regardless of the distribution of wealth. However, where actions such as risk

taking and hard work are not subject to such contracts, the assignment of

residual claimancy over income streams and control over assets|that is, the

distribution of property rights|will a�ect the feasibility, cost, and e�ective-

ness of contractual provisions and other incentive devices that may be used

to attenuate the incentive problems arising from contractual incompleteness.

In this situation, as we will presently see, some distributions of assets sup-

port e�cient or near-e�cient competitive allocations, while others preclude

e�cient contractual arrangements. The widespread use of tenancy contracts

governing residential and agricultural property is an example of the latter.

Thus where contracts are incomplete or unenforceable, as is the case in la-

bor and credit markets, the distribution of wealth matters for allocative

e�ciency.

Contractual incompleteness and unenforceability arise when actors have

information that is either private (others do not have it) or is inadmissi-
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ble in judicial proceedings and hence cannot be used to enforce contracts.

Contractual incompleteness may also arise where appropriate judicial in-

stitutions are lacking, as in the case of sovereign debt among nations, or

where potential users of commons-type resources cannot easily be excluded

from access. In these cases the distribution of wealth may a�ect allocative

e�ciency by its impact on

� residual claimancy over income streams and hence incentives for both

an agent's own actions and the agent's monitoring of the actions of

others;

� exit options in bargaining situations;

� the relative capacities of actors to exploit common resources;

� the capacity to punish those who deviate from cooperative solutions;

and

� the pattern of both risk aversion and the subjective cost of capital in

the population.

In this chapter we examine recent economic thinking about wealth e�ects on

allocative e�ciency in cases where information asymmetry, nonveri�ability,

or nonexcludablity of users, makes complete contracting infeasible.

It may be thought that the class of cases we are dealing with is not

extensive, once the institutional setting is extended from one of competitive

behavior governed by parametric prices to a more general environment in

which private bargaining among small numbers of actors is feasible. Where

property in assets may be readily traded and there are no impediments to

e�cient bargaining, ine�cient assignments of control and residual claimancy

rights over assets will be eliminated by voluntary exchange. This Coasean

insight motivates the expectation that in competitive market economies,

assets will be held by those who can use them most e�ectively, irrespective

of their wealth.1 If a tenant, for example, could make better use of the land

as owner, the land should be worth more to the tenant than to the landlord,

and hence one might expect the tenant to buy the asset.

But the very informational asymmetries that make some assignments of

property rights more e�cient than others also systematically impede the

1
Grossman and Hart (1986):694 use this reasoning, for instance, to \explain asset own-

ership" while H�olmstrom and Tirole (1988) write that \contractual designs. . . are created

to minimize transactions costs. . . This follows Coase's original hypothesis that institu-

tions. . . can best be understood as optimal accommodations to contractual constraints. . . "
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productivity enhancing reassignment of property rights. In particular, non-

wealthy agents may be credit constrained, and hence may not �nd it possi-

ble to acquire those assets for which their exercise of residual claimancy and

control rights would allow e�ciency gains.

Hence the Coasean reasoning may not apply. Competitively determined

property rights assignments may be technically ine�cient in the standard

sense that there exist alternative allocations that produce the same outputs

with less of at least one input and not more of any. These ine�ciencies

may be attenuated by a nonmarket transfer of assets from wealthier to less

wealthy actors.2

However, potentially o�setting e�ciency losses may result from egali-

tarian asset transfers where, as will generally be the case, they result in a

transfer of control over productive risk taking from less to more risk averse

agents. An important productivity enhancing aspect of high levels of wealth

inequality is that assets are controlled by agents who are close to risk neutral,

and who thus choose a more nearly socially optimal level of risk.3

Wealth concentrations may support productivity enhancing allocations

in other ways as well, as for example, in attenuating free rider problems in

the monitoring of corporate managers by owners (Demsetz and Lehn 1985)

or in more standard collective action problems (Olson 1965). Similarly, the

ethic of egalitarian sharing that pervades many simple societies may reduce

incentives for individual investment, as the returns, should they material-

ize, will be shared while the costs will be individually borne (Hayami and

Platteau 1997). There can thus be no a priori conclusion concerning the

e�ciency e�ects of egalitarian asset redistribution.

The reader will note that in our argument, we have used the term `pro-

ductivity enhancing' in place of the more familiar term `Pareto e�cient.' We

de�ne a policy as productivity enhancing if the gainers could compensate the

2
Several recent studies suggest that some egalitarian redistributions can have positive

e�ciency e�ects. See the works cited above as well as Legros and Newman (1997), Moene

(1992), Manning (1992), Mookherjee (1997), and B�enabou (1997). The underlying argu-

ment has many precursors including the early nutrition-based e�ciency wage theories.

3
We shall assume in this paper that the `socially optimal risk level' for individual

projects is that which maximizes expected return. This is strictly true only if there

are many individual projects and the returns to individual projects are uncorrelated, or if

projects are correlated but there is some macroeconomic mechanism for smoothing returns

across periods at zero cost.

Suboptimal risk choices in this sense are socially ine�cient, but perhaps more important,

such suboptimal risk choices can lead to dynamic ine�ciencies if risk taking promotes the

emergence and di�usion of new products and more advanced technologies. We do not

model this e�ect here.
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losers and still remain better o�, except that the implied compensation need

not be implementable under the informational conditions and other incentive

constraints in the economy. We will use this term for the following reasons.

Since we are analyzing distributions of assets (and hence of access to

income and well being) the usual standard of Pareto e�ciency will generally

be inapplicable. A mandated transfer of an asset to an erstwhile employee

that results in technical e�ciency gains by reducing monitoring inputs, for

example, is unlikely to represent a Pareto improvement without compensa-

tion from the gainer to the loser, and the required compensation, if imple-

mented, would reverse the e�ect of the initial asset transfer and dampen

the associated incentive e�ects. Indeed, were it a Pareto improvement, the

transfer would be readily accomplished through private exchange, as long

as bargaining over the assignment of property rights is unimpeded.

If the Pareto criterion is too stringent, the cardinalist alternative, based

on `aggregate utility' is insu�ciently so, for it may count an egalitarian redis-

tribution as e�ciency enhancing simply by dint of the diminishing marginal

utility of income, even if the redistribution results in technical e�ciency

losses.4 Transferring income from the rich to the poor could thus read-

ily pass an e�ciency test even if it were accomplished using very `leaky

buckets' (to use Okun's expression for ine�cient transfer mechanism). By

contrast, commonly used net output measures avoid reference to individual

utility altogether and thus preclude evaluation of welfare-relevant variations

in work e�ort and risk, a serious shortcoming for an analysis in which these

non-contractible but welfare-relevant behaviors play a central role. Simi-

larly, the widely used joint surplus maximization criterion is applicable only

where utilities are assumed to be linearly additive, requiring risk neutrality,

and thereby failing to address the central questions concerning risk behavior

and insurance.

The technical e�ciency criterion|more output with less of at least one

scarce input and not more or any|is uncontroversial if inputs are de�ned

su�ciently broadly, but fails to give a decisive ranking in the case of most

redistributions.

Finally, the usual `compensation' criteria, which consider a change e�-

4
B�enabou (1996) addresses this problem by developing a measure of \pure economic

e�ciency which fully incorporates investment e�ects, labor supply e�ects and insurance

e�ects but does not involve any interpersonal comparisons of utility." (p. 13). He dis-

tinguishes between the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of individuals, which is

incorporated in his measure, along with risk aversion, and society's possibly egalitarian

evaluation of the appropriate interpersonal elasticity of substitution, which he treats sep-

arately as a normative, but not pure e�ciency related, measure.
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cient if the gainers could compensate the losers, are often inapplicable, since

the improved incentives that account for the e�ciency enhancing properties

of the redistribution would be lost if compensation were actually made. For

instance, if transferring land to a landless peasant is viable because it im-

proves the wealth of the peasant and thus reduces the subjective costs of

increased risk to which the peasant as landowner is subject, then obliging

the peasant to compensate the former landlord may eliminate the e�ect of

the transfer in reducing risk aversion, leaving the peasant worse o� than

prior to the transfer.

For these reasons we prefer the productivity enhancement criterion over

the more traditional alternatives. Of course many productivity enhancing

redistributions also satisfy the technical e�ciency, joint surplus maximiza-

tion, Pareto-e�ciency, and other conventional criteria.

In Section 2 we take up the �rst of our major cases: credit market mis-

allocations when some agents are risk neutral but wealth constrained. Con-

tractual incompleteness here arises from asymmetric information concerning

risk taking behavior, and unenforceability arises from limited liability restric-

tions. The main result is that because inferior projects will be funded and

superior projects not implemented when some agents have limited wealth, a

redistribution of assets may be productivity enhancing in the above sense.

In Section 3 we consider the persistence of ine�cient contractual relation-

ships governing land (including insecurity of tenure, sharecropping, wage

labor and others). The main result of this section is that given the incom-

pleteness of credit markets and other aspects of agrarian social structures,

the market assignment of residual claimancy and control rights will often

not be to the parties that can make the best use of the land.

In Section 4 we take up the consequences of redistributive policies for

risk taking and risk exposure when nonwealthy agents are risk averse. We

identify both positive and negative e�ects. Increasing the wealth of the

nonwealthy will support higher levels of risk taking among this group, but

concentrating the wealth of this group in ownership of the assets with which

they work will likely have the opposite e�ect. And a redistribution of resid-

ual claimancy and control from the wealthy to less wealthy individuals is

likely to induce a reduction in the aggregate level of risk taking, with likely

adverse consequences for innovation and e�ciency in the long run. We con-

sider the role of tax-subsidy policies and insurance against exogenous risk

in attenuating these adverse e�ciency consequences.

Section 5 extends the analysis of Section 2 to the problem of team pro-

duction. We explore the allocative distortions that may arise when, for ex-

ample, employee e�ort is not contractible because the relevant information is

5
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nonveri�able and production team members are wealth constrained. We in-

vestigate the allocative implications of a reassignment of residual claimancy

and control rights to employees, along with the introduction of mutual moni-

toring. We show that an asset transfer to team members may be productivity

enhancing even when teams are large.

Our �nal case, addressed in Section 6, addresses the relationship between

wealth distributions and the provision of local public goods. We explore

possible relationships between inequalities in initial endowments and the

ability of a group of individuals to solve collective action problems on the

local commons, where allocative ine�ciencies may arises from problems of

nonexcludability.

There are a number of ways that wealth inequalities may depress pro-

ductivity that are not addressed in what follows. Perhaps most important

is the possibility that high levels of inequality (of wealth or income) may

induce political instability and insecurity of property rights, which in turn

depress investment and productivity growth.5 The fact that the poor su�er

productivity-reducing nutritional and other health problems that might be

attenuated by an egalitarian asset redistribution (Leibenstein, 1957; Das-

gupta and Ray, 1986,1987) is likewise not addressed.

We do not address processes of saving, human capital investment, be-

quests, or the political processes and policies that inuence the time path

of wealth redistributions, as these are dealt with elsewhere in this volume

(see especially Piketty). Thus while we take account of the fact that the

feasibility of an asset redistribution requires that it be supportable in a

competitive equilibrium, we do not study the long term evolution of asset

distributions under the inuence of the forms of contractual incompleteness

and public insurance and redistribution policies that we consider.6 Finally,

while we believe that the noncontractible e�ort, risk taking and other ac-

tions on which our argument hinges are critical to sustaining high levels of

economic performance and that aligning incentives so that actors are resid-

ual claimants on the consequences of their actions may have a substantial

5
For the �rst relationship see Alesina and Perotti (1996), Barro (1996), Keefer and

Knack (1995), Perotti (1992) and Perotti (1993) and for the second all of the above plus

Svensson (1993) and Venieris and Gupta (1986). However, one's concern that these cross-

sectional results may provide little insight regarding relationships operating over time

within countries is suggested by the failure of a measure of inequality to have the predicted

negative coe�cient in a country �xed e�ects model predicting investment (Benhabib and

Speigel 1997). In fact their coe�cient is positive and signi�cant.

6
Robinson (1996) surveys the interactions between wealth distributions and political

equilibria a�ecting macroeconomic policies, explicit redistribution, policies toward labor

unions and the distribution of political rights.
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impact on productivity, we do not address the size of the relevant e�ects.7

2 Wealth and E�ciency when Risk is Non-Contractible

This section uses a simple model to illustrate the result that nonwealthy

agents are disadvantaged in gaining access to credit in that their projects

may go unfunded even when less socially productive projects of wealthy

producers are funded.

A series of recent papers following the early work of Loury (1981) have

analyzed the credit limitations faced by the nonwealthy and their e�ciency

e�ects.8 These models show that when it is impossible to write complete

state-contingent contracts, the equity a producer commits to a project re-

duces adverse selection and moral hazard problems by signaling the project's

quality and increasing the producer's incentive to work hard and take the

appropriate level of risk. However if there is a wealth constraint that limits

agents' equity to their wealth holding, the nonwealthy may not be able to

signal the quality of their projects and commit themselves to taking appro-

priate levels of e�ort and risk. Under these conditions, a redistribution of

wealth from the wealthy to the nonwealthy may improve the e�ciency of

the economy fostering the substitution of more e�cient production by the

nonwealthy for less e�cient production by the wealthy.

Are such credit constraints in fact operative? Several studies have shown

that low-wealth producers in developing countries may be entirely shut out of

credit markets or out of labor or land rental contracts that elicit high e�ort

(La�ont and Matoussi 1995, Carter and Mesbah 1993, Barham, Boucher

and Carter 1996, Carter and Barham 1996, Sial and Carter 1996). Other

studies in low-income countries (Rosenzweig andWolpin 1993) show that net

worth strongly a�ects farm investment, and low wealth entails lower return

to independent agricultural production (Rosenzweig and Binswanger 1993,

La�ont and Matoussi 1995). Similarly, low net worth appears to depress

labor market opportunities (Bardhan 1984).

7
We refer to the relevant empirical literature throughout. Lazear (1996) studied a

shift from hourly to piece rates in a large U. S. company and found \extremely large"

productivity e�ects. Similarly a study of the e�ects of changing from salaried management

to management by a residual claimant (as well as changes in the other direction) in a large

chain of U. S. restaurants revealed strong residual claimancy e�ects (Shelton 1957).

8
See Stiglitz (1974), Gintis (1989), Stiglitz (1989), Banerjee and Newman (1993),

Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1993), Galor and Zeira (1993), Bowles and Gintis (1994),

Barham, Boadway, Marchand and Pestieau (1995), Ho� and Lyon (1995), Ho� (1996b),

Legros and Newman (1996), Aghion and Bolton (1997), B�enabou (1996), Piketty (1997).
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Turning to the advanced economies, Blanchower and Oswald (forthcom-

ing) found that an inheritance of $10,000 doubles a typical British youth's

likelihood of setting up in business, and another British study (Holtz-Eakin,

Joulfaian and Rosen 1994b, Holtz-Eakin, Joulfaian and Rosen 1994a) found

an elasticity of self-employment with respect to inherited assets of 0.52, and

that inheritance leads the self-employed to increase the scale of their op-

erations considerably. A third British study (Black, de Meza and Je�reys

1996) found that a 10% rise in value of collateralizable housing assets in the

United Kingdom increases the number of startup businesses by 5%. Evans

and Jovanovic (1989) �nd that among white males in the U. S., wealth levels

are a barrier to becoming entrepreneurs, and that credit constraints typi-

cally limit those starting new businesses to capitalization of not more than

1.5 times their initial assets: \most individuals who enter self-employment

face a binding liquidity constraint and as a result us a suboptimal amount

of capital to start up their businesses." (810).9

Consistent with the hypothesis that the poor are credit constrained is

the strong inverse relationship between individual incomes and rates of time

preference. Hausman (1979) estimated rates of time preference from (U.S.)

individual buyers' implicit tradeo�s between initial outlay and subsequent

operating costs in a range of models of air conditioners. He found that while

high income buyers exhibited implicit rates of time preference in the neigh-

borhood of the prime rate, buyers below the median income level exhibited

rates �ve times this rate. Green, Myerson, Lichtman, Rosen and Fry (1996)

elicited (hyperbolic) discount rates from high and low income respondents in

the U. S. using a questionnaire method. The low income group's estimated

rates were four times the high income group. In both the Green et al. and

the Hausman study the elasticity of the rate of time preference with respect

to income was approximately minus one.

We present a simple model illustrating this phenomenon.

Consider a set of `producers,' each of whom has access to an investment

project the returns to which depend on the level of risk assumed by the

producer. We assume the projects themselves cannot be exchanged among

agents. Producers must therefore �nance the project out of their own wealth

or by borrowing. We assume all agents are risk neutral, and credit markets

are competitive, in the sense that in equilibrium lenders receive an expected

return equal to the risk free interest rate.

The results below are true if three conditions hold: (i) the level of risk as-

sumed by a producer is private information and hence cannot be contracted

9
See also Evans and Leighton (1989).
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form by a lender; (ii) any loan contract has a limited liability provision so

that the promise to repay a loan may be unenforceable; and (iii) there a

minimum project size.

In this situation we show the following:

� socially productive projects of low wealth producers may not be funded

and hence may not be undertaken;

� Wealthy agents' relatively less productive projects may be funded in

circumstances where less wealthy agents' relatively more productive

projects are not funded;

� Wealthy agents will fund larger projects than less wealthy agents;

� If some producers are credit-constrained, a redistribution of wealth

from lenders to such producers will be productivity enhancing; con-

versely if some but not all producers are size constrained, an asset

transfer from a size constrained producer to a wealthier unconstrained

producer may be productivity enhancing;

� If producers have projects of di�ering quality, there may exist an pro-

ductivity enhancing asset transfer from a wealthy producer with a low-

quality but pro�table project to a credit-constrained producer with a

high-quality project;

� If there are decreasing returns to scale, and if some but not all pro-

ducers who are credit-constrained, there exist productivity enhancing

redistributions from wealthy to nonwealthy agents;

Consider a project for which the relationship between risk and expected

return is �(p), where p 2 [0; 1] is the probability of failure, a measure of

the riskiness of the project, and �(p) is the expected return net of all costs

except capital costs of a project of unit size and quality. The riskiness of

the project depends on the choice of technique (the type of seed planted,

or the speed of operation of equipment) and level of e�ort or care taken by

the producer. We assume �(p) is inverted u-shaped, meaning �00 < 0 and

�0(p�) = 0 for some p� 2 (0; 1).10

10
We take this to be the most plausible shape for the following reasons. First, production

techniques that o�er positive expected return are likely to involve a strictly positive level

of risk. Hence expected return is an increasing function of risk for low levels of risk.

However �rms usually have access to production techniques that have very high returns

when successful, but with a low probability of success (e.g. a �rm may lower costs by

9
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Suppose producer with wealth w whose project of size � � 1 requires

capital �k > 0, which is fully depreciated in one period, and has expected

return ���(p), where � > 0 is a parameter representing the quality of the

project. Expected returns ���(p) are shown in the top panel of Figure 1.

Note that projects have minimum size of unity, but can be expanded with

constant returns to scale above this minimum size.

Clearly p� is the Pareto optimal risk level, since this maximizes the ex-

pected return to the project, and both producer and lender are risk neutral.

We say the project is productive if

��(p�)=k > 1 + �; (1)

where � > 0 is the risk free interest rate. Thus a project is productive when

the expected return per dollar of investment at p� exceeds the return to a

risk free security, and hence would be attractive to a risk neutral investor.

An equity-backed loan with equity c and interest rate r is a contract in

which a producer with wealth w contributes equity c � w towards �nancing

the project and the lender supplies the producer with the remainder �k� c.

The producer then repays (1 + r)(�k � c) if the project is successful, and

nothing otherwise. We assume the credit market is competitive and there is

a perfectly elastic supply of risk neutral lenders at the risk free interest rate

�. A producer can thus always obtain an equity-backed loan so long as the

expected return to the lender is �.

We assume potential lenders know the producers's unit expected return

schedule ��(p), and can contract for particular levels of c and �, but the

risk level p chosen by the producer is not subject to a costlessly enforceable

contract, since the choice of technology and the e�ort level of the producer

are both the private information of the producer. We thus have a principal-

agent relationship in which the producer is the agent and the lender, who is

the principal, knows that the interest rate r a�ects the agent's choice of non-

contractible risk p. Given c, � and �, the producer chooses p to maximize

the expected return minus the cost to the producer of �nancing the project,

or expected pro�ts which, recalling that nothing is repaid if the project fails,

is

v = ���(p) � [(1� p)(�k� c)(1 + r) + c(1 + �)]; (2)

not diversifying its product line, or by assuming the availability of particular production

inputs). Such high-risk projects, which have low expected return, may be attractive to

producers since lenders bear part of the losses in case of failure. Moreover, if producer

e�ort reduces risk at a constant rate, and the cost of e�ort is convex, an inverted-u-shaped

� function may result independently of the choice of technology.

10
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Figure 1: Excessive Risk in the Credit Market The equilibrium risk

level is p�.

for which the �rst order condition is

vp = ���0(p) + (�k� c)(1 + r) = 0: (3)

The result is illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 1, which reproduces

equation (3). Note that the producer chooses p so that the marginal ben-

e�t from increased risk (namely the bene�ts of increase likelihood of non-

repayment of the loan) or (�k � c)(1 + r), is equated to the marginal cost

of increased risk ���0.

It is clear from Figure 1 that if there is a positive level of borrowing,

the chosen risk level po is excessively risky compared p�, which is Pareto

optimal, given that both borrower and lender are risk neutral.

The producer's best response function po = po(r), which is the solution

to (3) for various values of r, is depicted in Figure 2. This function is the

locus of vertical tangent points on the producer iso-return schedules given

by equating (2) to various levels of v. The producer iso-return loci are, by

(3), is positively sloped for p < po(r) and negatively sloped for p > po(r), as

shown at points A through C.11

11
This is true because totally di�erentiating the producer iso-pro�t equation

���(po)� [(1� po)(�k� c)(1 + r) + c(1 + �)] = v;

11
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Figure 2: The Producer's Best Response Function: Risk Taken as a func-

tion of the Interest Rate.

Theorem 1. The producer's best response function po = po(r; c; �; �) is an

increasing function of r, shifts upward with an increase in project size �,

and shifts downward with an increase in equity c or project quality �.12

The intuition behind Theorem 1 is clear from Figure 1. An increase in r

raises the marginal bene�t of risk taking and induces a higher level of risk,

as does a larger project (for a given level of equity, c) for it shifts a larger

fraction of the cost of failure to the lender. Conversely an increase in the

quality of the project increases the marginal cost of risk taking and induces

less risk.

Figure 3 illustrates Theorem 1 in a particularly simple, but not implau-

sible, case. Suppose the gross return to a successful project with probability

p of failure is just ��p, so �(p) = p(1�p). Then the �rst order condition (3)

becomes

��(1 � 2p) + (�k� c)(1 + r) = 0;

we get

dpo

dr

�
�
�
�
v=v

=
(1� po)(�k� c)

���0(po) + (�k� c)(1 + r)
;

the denominator of which is zero for po, by (3).

12
The proofs of this and subsequent theorems are not included in this paper, but are

available from the authors.

12
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so rearranging the �rst order condition, the best response schedule is a linear

function of r:

po =
1

2
+

�k� c

2��
(1 + r):

0
r

interest rate

probability of
failure

p

Best Response
Function

Larger
Project Size

?

6

Higher Project
Quality or

Greater Equity

po(r;�; �; c)

p = 1

2r

r = �1

Figure 3: An Example: The Reaction of the Producer's Best Response

Function to Changes in Project Size, Project Quality, and Pro-

ducer Collateral when �(p) = p(1�p). The Pareto-e�cient risk

level if p = 1=2.

It is clear from this expression that an increase in project size � increases

both the intercept and the slope of this linear function, an increase in project

quality � shifts down both the intercept and the slope, and an increase in

equity c shifts down the intercept and slope.

How is r determined? Because the credit market is competitive, any

equilibrium interest rate, failure rate pair (r; po(r)) must lie on the lender

iso-expected-return schedule

(1 + r)(1� po(r)) = 1 + �; (4)

which is an hyperbola, increasing and convex to the p-axis. The equilibrium

r in p-r space must be consistent with the producer's best response function.

The equilibrium contract will thus be the intersection of the producer's

best response function po(r) and the lenders iso-expected-return schedule at

expected return � (should such an intersection exist). Thus, using (4), we

13
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have

r =
po(r) + �

1� po(r)
; (5)

Point B in Figure 4 illustrates such an equilibrium. This �gure superimposes

the lender's iso-expected return schedule on part of the Figure 2.

1

p = p�

r

A

interest rate

level of
risk

p

t

Lender Competitive
Iso-Return Schedule

Producer's Best
Response Function

t

B

Producer Iso-
Pro�t Curves

=

r�

po

�

Y

�

C

u

^

p(r;�;w; �)

p�

Figure 4: Equilibrium Choice of the Nominal Interest Rate r and Project
Risk p: the equilibrium is a point B. The Pareto optimum

satisfying the lender's participation constraint occurs at point

A, as compared to the equilibrium at B in the �gure.

We say an equity-backed loan is feasible if it o�ers a positive expected

pro�t to the producer, and o�ers the lender an expected return at least as

large as the risk free interest rate. The nominal interest rate r required to

induce a lender to participate in the contract will be a function of equity

c, project quality �, and project size �, since these parameters a�ect the

producer's choice of (non-contractible) risk. As we have seen, the producer's

best response function depends on both the project size � and the amount of

the producer's own wealth c in the project, di�ering values of these variables

entailing di�ering equilibrium levels of p and r as de�ned by equation (5).

The producer thus varies � and c to maximize pro�ts, taking account of the

fact that his own best response function and hence the feasible interest rate

r depends upon these variables.

The results presented below can be understood intuitively in terms of the

following argument. First, since the producer is risk neutral and borrowing

14
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is more costly that self-�nancing (there are no incentive losses with self-

�nancing), the producer always sets c = w. Second, if the producer can

choose the project size � without regard to the minimum size constraint

� � 1, there would be an optimal project size �� and an optimal leverage

ratio,

�� = 1�
w

��k
;

namely one that balances the marginal bene�ts of borrowing (the ability

to shift losses to the lender) against the marginal costs (the increased risk

of failure occasioned by the producer's own choice of risk level under the

incentive implied by the leverage ratio). Asset-poor producers, even if they

are able to secure a loan, may be unable to implement ��, since for a poor

producer it could be that �� < 1.

We say a project can be fully �nanced if a producer can obtain a loan

to �nance the project with no equity.

Theorem 2. There are productive projects that cannot be fully �nanced.

The reasoning behind Theorem 2 is that because the producer's best

response is to select p > p�, the fact that the project is productive, i.e., that

��(p�) > k(1 + �), does not insure that its expected return to the lender

will equal or exceed (1 + �) when po(r) rather than p� is chosen by the

producer. Thus the best response function of a non-wealthy producer with

a productive project need not intersect the lender's competitive iso-return

locus. Such producers will not be �nanced. There will thus exist productive

projects that cannot be fully �nanced.

We are interested precisely in those cases where projects cannot be fully

�nanced. In this situation, among producers with projects of equivalent

quality, there will be three types. One group, whom we call the credit-

constrained, will be unable to �nance even a project of minimum size. A

second, the unconstrained, have wealth su�cient to �nance projects above

the minimum size. They select a project size, given their wealth, to im-

plement the optimal leverage ratio �� = 1 � w=��k. A third group, the

size-constrained, are able to �nance a project only at the minimum size, and

with � > ��. They would indeed prefer a smaller project, as this would

entail a lower, more nearly optimal, leverage ratio which in turn would in-

duce a lower level of risk and a higher return on the project. But this is

technologically precluded by the minimum project size � � 1. We have

Theorem 3. Suppose a producer with wealth w has a productive project,

and selects risk level p, equity c � w, and project size � � 1 to maximize

15
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pro�ts, subject to o�ering a lender an expected return equal to the risk free

interest rate �. Suppose r, c and � are contractible but p is not, and the

project cannot be fully �nanced. Then there are wealth levels 0 < w � w < k

such that the following assertions hold:

(a) for w < w, an there is no feasible equity-backed loan, so the producer

cannot �nance the project.

(b) for w � w

(i) there is a feasible equity-backed loan, the producer contributes

equity c = w, and the project is undertaken;

(ii) the probability of failure po chosen by the producer exceeds p�, so

the choice of risk is not Pareto e�cient;

(c) for w � w < w producers are size-constrained and

(i) risk declines and project e�ciency increases with increasing pro-

ducer wealth;

(ii) the rate of return on producer wealth, ���=w, increases with

increasing producer wealth;

(d) for w � w producers are unconstrained, the level of risk chosen and

the rate of return is independent of wealth, and project size increases

with producer wealth. Hence the total return on the project increases

with producer wealth.

Part (a) is just an extension of Theorem 2: if zero wealth producers

are credit-rationed, the same will be true of those with any wealth level

insu�cient to yield a best response function that intersects the lender's iso-

return locus.

The two wealth bounds may be interpreted as follows. The lower bound

is the level of wealth for which the producer's best response function is

tangent to the lender's competitive iso-return schedule. The upper bound is

the wealth level for which the minimal size project implements the optimal

degree of leverage, given the producer's wealth (i.e., w = k��).

To see why the lender contributes as much equity as possible to the

project (part b(i) of the theorem), note that given the credit market com-

petitive equilibrium condition (5), the producer's objective function can be

written

v = �[��(p(�; c)) � k(1 + �)]; (6)
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where p(�; c) is the risk level chosen by the producer who obtains an equity-

backed loan with collateral c and project size �. So the expected �nancial

cost of the project, including the debt service and the opportunity cost of

supplying equity, is �k(1 + �) independent of how much of the producer's

own wealth is invested. Since increasing c lowers p and �0(p) < 0 in the

relevant region, the producer will set c = w.

Part b(ii) holds because the lender pays some of the downside cost of the

risk, and is clear from the producer's �rst order condition. Figure 4 illus-

trates this result. At the competitive equilibrium (point B) the producer's

iso-pro�t curve has a vertical tangent, because it is a point on the producer's

best response function{see Figure 2. However the lender's iso-return sched-

ule has positive slope at this point. Since mutual tangency of the iso-return

schedules of producer and lender is the condition for Pareto e�ciency, B is

not Pareto e�cient. The Pareto e�cient point corresponding to the lender's

participation constraint is at point A in Figure 4, and always entail lower

default probabilities and lower interest rates than the credit market equilib-

rium. The implied Pareto improvements are indicated by the lens-shaped

region ABC. These points are infeasible, of course, as they are not on the

producer's best response function. Note that the e�cient contract locus is

horizontal at level p�, and has no points in common with the producer's best

response function.

Part (c) of the theorem is true on the same reasoning motivating part

(a). For size-constrained producers, investing more wealth does not change

the expected �nancial cost of the project, but it does raise the expected

returns because it induces a lower nominal interest rate and hence a lower

level of risk. Over the speci�ed range of wealth, lowering the leverage ratio

reduces the allocational distortion identi�ed in b(ii), as is clear from (3) and

Figure 1.

The intuition behind part (d) is that w � w allows the producer to vary

project size to implement the optimal leverage ratio, so increased wealth

implies larger but otherwise identical projects.

Not surprisingly, wealthier producers may �nance lower quality projects.

Theorem 4. For any wealth w > 0, there is a quality level �(w) such that

the producer's project will be funded when � � �(w). The minimum wealth

level w at which a producer's project can be funded decreases as the quality

� of the project increases. For a given producer wealth w, optimal project

size �(w) is an increasing function of project quality � for � � �(w).

Theorems 3 and 4 are illustrated in Figure 5. The locus AA0 separates
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Figure 5: Greater wealth allows larger or lower quality projects to be

�nanced

regions of feasible project (northwest and to the right of � = 1) and infea-

sible project (southeast) for a producer of wealth w0, larger projects being

fundable if they are superior quality. The locus CC 0 refers to a wealthier

producer. It is clear that of two agents with projects of the same quality

�(w0), the wealthier agent may have a larger project (of size �(w1) at point

B) than the less wealthy (of size �(w0) at point A). Moreover, the wealthier

agent can �nance a lower quality project (of quality �(w1) at point C) than

the minimum quality that can be �nanced by the less wealthy agent (which

is of quality �(w0) at point A).

An implication of Theorem 3 is that the rate of return to wealth increases

in the level of wealth, as is illustrated in Figure 6. Small wealth holders who

are credit constrained receive �, while from (2) we see that the unconstrained

receive an income of v + c� giving them a rate of return of v=w + �. Inter-

mediate between these two cases, the size-constrained receive a return rising

from the risk free rate to the unconstrained rate ���(p(��))=w > 1 + �, as

wealth increases from w to w. Figure 6 also illustrates the fact that the in-

terest rate stipulated in the loan contract declines over the range (w;w) and

is constant for higher levels of wealth. Because expected rates of return are

lower for the less wealthy, wealth inequalities may grow over time. Notice,

however, that the technological non-convexity constituted by the minimum

project size � � 1 is essential for the result: as Galor and Zeira (1993) point

out, wealth constraints in credit markets alone do not bear this implication.
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Figure 6: Rate of Return Increases with Producer Wealth

If projects of any size were possible, those with limited wealth would have

small projects with leverage ratios ��, earning the same expected rate of

return as the wealthy.

Because we treat the wealth levels of individuals as exogenous and so

do not take account of savings incentives and the long run evolution of

the wealth distribution we will mention only in passing an important im-

plication of Theorem 3. Individuals holding wealth over (or near) the size

constrained range (w;w) have enhanced savings incentives, and may even

bene�t more from saving than do the wealthy (despite the fact that the

average returns on wealth rise with wealth, as we have seen). The reason is

that for wealthholders in this range increased wealth supports more nearly

optimal contracts, and allows higher returns on wealth, thus providing ad-

ditional savings incentives. Thus if the expected return to holding wealth

w is r(w) the incentive to add one unit to one's wealth is r(w) + r0(w)w,

where the second term may be su�ciently large that savings incentives for

those in the size constrained range exceed those in the unconstrained range.

If this is the case those in the size constrained range might over time save

themselves out of their wealth constraints. Similar, though attenuated in-
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centives exist for those whose low wealth leaves them credit constrained but

for whom saving into the size constrained range is feasible. Thus we cannot

say that wealth inequalities will grow overtime even when the return struc-

ture is as depicted in Figure 7, an adequate treatment of this requiring not

only endogenous savings decisions (above), but an account of the risk return

choices of individuals at various wealth levels, a topic to which we will turn

shortly.13

Not surprisingly, asset redistribution may be productivity enhancing un-

der the conditions given.

Theorem 5. Suppose all projects are of the same quality. If some producers

are credit-constrained, a redistribution of wealth from lenders to such pro-

ducers will be productivity enhancing. If some producers are size constrained

while others are unconstrained, an asset transfer from a size constrained pro-

ducer to a wealthier unconstrained producer may be productivity enhancing.

The �rst part of the theorem ows from the fact that lenders receive ex-

pected return �k(1+ �), on an investment of �k, while a credit-constrained

producer would receive expected return ���(p) > �k(1 + �) on this in-

vestment. The second part of the theorem follows from the result that the

unconstrained select less risky (and hence Pareto superior) levels of risk.

Suppose the transfer is large enough to reduce the size constrained producer

to the status of an excluded credit constrained non-producer. Then the ef-

fect of the transfer is simply to expand a project which will be operated in

a less excessively risky manner, while eliminating a project being operated

in more risky manner.14

We now relax two simplifying assumptions. Suppose, �rst, that project

quality, � varies among producers. We know from Theorem 4 that where

both project quality and wealth di�er among producers, there may exist

superior projects which are infeasible due to the insu�cient wealth of the

producer, while inferior projects are funded. This result motivates an im-

portant result, consistent with our initial claim that productivity enhancing

egalitarian asset redistributions are possible.

13
Zimmerman and Carter (1997) calibrate a dynamic portfolio choice model of this

process using data from three regions of Burkina Faso. Birdsall, Pinckney and Sabot

(1996) develop a model of high powered savings incentives for poor credit constrained

households.

14
Note that voluntary exchange will not bring about this inegalitarian productivity

enhancing change, since the wealthier agent does not want to borrow, even at the risk-free

interest rate.
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Theorem 6. Suppose individuals have projects of di�ering quality, and that

some with productive projects are credit constrained while others are size

constrained. Then there may exist an productivity enhancing asset transfer

from a wealthy to a credit-constrained producer.

The theorem follows trivially from the previous theorems. Under the

stated conditions it will generally be possible to transfer wealth from an

unconstrained producer with a relatively poor project (one with � = �̂)

to an initially credit constrained producer with a superior project (one with

� = ~� > �̂). To see how this might work, imagine that a wealthless producer

has a high quality project. If the amount transferred is su�cient to give the

previously credit-constrained producer an amount of wealth at least as great

as w without reducing the wealthy producer below this level, then the only

e�ect of the transfer is to reduce the size of the inferior project by w=� while

introducing a superior project of equivalent size. The resulting increase in

aggregate output is w( ~� � �̂)��(p(��)). The gains to the bene�ciaries of

the transfer obviously exceed the losses to the wealthy, and while it is not

obvious how the losers could be compensated this is not required by our

de�nition of a productivity enhancing asset transfer.

We now relax a second assumption. Suppose that each project faces a

rising average cost schedule occasioned by the fact that while the minimum

project size can be operated by the producer as residual claimant, larger

project sizes require the employment of labor, occasioning a supervision

cost. Speci�cally, suppose when the project size is � � 1, the expected

return schedule is

�[1� s(�)]��(p); (7)

where s(1) = 0 where s0(�) > 0 for � � 1, and s(�) � 1 for su�ciently large

�. We have

Theorem 7. Suppose there are decreasing returns to scale, given by the ex-

pected return schedule (7). Then if some producers are credit-constrained

and other producers are su�ciently wealthy, there exist productivity enhanc-

ing redistributions from wealthy to nonwealthy agents.

The intuition behind this theorem is as follows. For producer wealth

w su�cient to secure an equity-backed loan, there is a pro�t maximizing

project size �(w). Let w� be the wealth level that maximizes the expected

return per unit of capital v(�(w);w)=k�(w)(1 + �). Then producers who

have wealth w > w� can transfer w �w� to credit-constrained producers,

which may allow them to operate at project size �(w�).
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In sum, allocational distortions associated with loan contracts arise be-

cause limited liability protects borrowers from downside risks so that bor-

rowers are not full residual claimants on the results of their actions. For

the credit constrained the distortions are particularly great as their limited

wealth induces them to assume a lower residual claimancy share than those

with greater wealth. Those with su�cient wealth to assume full residual

claimancy|by forgoing borrowing|adopt the Pareto e�cient level of e�ort

and risk choice. Where asset redistributions a�ect a redistribution of resid-

ual claimancy, as we have seen, they may attenuate or eliminate the above

allocational distortions.

3 Land Contracts

Among the most important, and studied, cases of contractual incomplete-

ness and wealth e�ects on allocative e�ciency concern agricultural tenancy,

whose harmful e�ects on productivity were famously lamented by not only

de Tocqueville (in our headquote) but John Stuart Mill and Alfred Mar-

shall as well. In many poor countries the empirical evidence suggests that

economies of scale in farm production are insigni�cant (except in some plan-

tation crops, and that too more in processing and marketing than in pro-

duction) and when accompanied by appropriate insurance and credit insti-

tutions, the small family farm may often be the most productive unit of

production.15 Yet the violent and tortuous history of land reform in these

countries suggests that there are numerous roadblocks on the way to a more

e�cient reallocation of land rights. Why do the large landlords not vol-

untarily sell their land to small family farmers and use their market and

bargaining power to acquire much of the surplus arising from this realloca-

tion?

First the small farmer, as a nonwealthy agent, faces the disadvantages

in credit and insurance markets described in Sections 2 and 4, and hence

is often not in a position to buy or pro�tably rent more land.16 Second,

land as an asset may serve some special functions for the rich that the poor

15
See, for instance, Berry and Cline (1979) and Prosterman and Riedinger (1979), Ch.

2. For a more recent summary of the evidence and the methodological shortcomings of

the empirical studies, see Binswanger, Deininger and Feder (1995). While there are many

reasons for this regularity, among them are the agency problems we have stressed above

(Shaban 1987, La�ont and Matoussi 1995).

16
Mookherjee (1997), in a model with asymmetric information, thus generating potential

informational rents for the supplier of unobserved e�ort, provides additional reasons why

there will be no scope for mutually pro�table land sales from landlords to tenants, or farm

laborers.
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are less capable of using and therefore are not reected in the prices o�ered

by the latter. For example, holding land may o�er some tax advantages or

speculative opportunities or a generally safe investment vehicle for the rich

(particularly, when non-agricultural investment opportunities are limited or

too risky) that are not particularly relevant for the small farmer. Similarly,

large land holdings may give their owner special social status or political

power in a lumpy way, so that the status e�ect from owning 100 hectares,

for instance, is larger than the combined status e�ect accruing to 50 new

buyers owning two hectares each. Binswanger et al. (1995) point out that

land is often used as preferred collateral in the credit market and thus serves

as more than just a productive asset. The asking price for land then may be

above the capitalized value of the agricultural income stream for even the

more productive small farmer, rendering mortgaged sales uncommon|since

mortgaged land cannot be used as collateral to raise working capital for the

buyer.

For all these reasons land ownership does not pass from the large to

the small farmer and, accordingly, the land market is very thin. In rich

countries a large part of land transactions may be related to the life-cycle:

the elderly sell land to buyers at an accumulating stage in their life-cycle.

In the more inter-generationally close-knit families in poor countries such

life-cycle related land transactions are rare. More often in poor countries

land sales go the way opposite to what is suggested by the evidence of the

more e�cient small farmer: land passes from distressed small farmers to

landlords and money-lenders. This tendency increases as the traditional

reciprocity-based risk-coping mechanisms weaken, and farmers may have to

depend more on land sales in times of crisis.

We will analyze how the initial wealth distribution a�ects static e�ciency

in the tenancy market. We point to the possibility of a `tenancy ladder' for

tenants facing di�erent wealth constraints. If risk neutral tenants are not

wealth constrained, or if output does not depend strongly on tenant e�ort,

the landlord will be able to devise a contract securing a Pareto e�cient level

of tenant e�ort, even where tenant e�ort is not veri�able. However

� where tenants have little wealth or where expected output depends

strongly on tenant e�ort, ine�cient contracts will obtain, with the

resulting degree of allocative ine�ciency varying inversely with the

wealth of the tenant;

� for this reason a transfer of wealth to asset poor tenants may be pro-

ductivity enhancing, even if the amount transferred is insu�cient to

permit the tenant to become the owner.
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We use a principal-agent model that emphasizes, along with moral haz-

ard, a limited liability constraint, i.e. the tenant is liable up to his own

wealth level w � 0.17 We abstract from risk sharing issues and assume both

the tenant and the landlord to be risk neutral (we address questions of risk

subsequently).

Consider a plot of land that requires an input of one unit of labor and

yields an output of either H or L < H. The probability of the H-output

depends on the tenant's e�ort, and without loss of generality we may let this

probability of the good state simply be e 2 [0; 1], where e is the e�ort applied

to the land by the laborer. Suppose the owner of the plot, the landlord, hires

a tenant to supply the labor. We assume that e�ort e has disutility d(e) to

the tenant, where d(e) is increasing and convex, with d(0) = d0(0) = 0.

Let us start with the benchmark case where e is fully observable. Given

the convexity of d(e), there exists a unique value of e that maximizes the

combined payo� of the landlord and the tenant, eH + (1� e)L� d(e). Let

us denote this �rst-best e as e�. It is easy to see that the optimal level of

e�ort will be that for which

d0(e�) = H � L; (8)

or the expected marginal product of e�ort equals the marginal disutility of

e�ort. If e is fully observable, the landlord can o�er the tenant a take-it-or-

leave-it contract, which pays the latter's (given) reservation income m � 0

when e is observed to be e�, and 0 if e is observed to be anything else.

But e�ort is not observable, so to motivate the tenant to supply an

appropriate level of e�ort, the landlord o�ers the tenant a contract (h; l),

under which the tenant pays the landlordH�h when H is realized and L�l

when L is realized, the tenant retaining the remainder of the output, h in

the good state and l in the bad. We assume the tenant has wealth w � 0,

and is subject to limited liability, so the constraints h+w � 0 and l+w � 0

cannot be violated. Only the latter inequality is of interest, however, since

under any incentive scheme chosen by the landlord h will be greater than

l (see below). Thus to induce e�ort the landlord must design a contract

that satis�es an incentive compatibility constraint (ICC), a participation

constraint (PC), and a limited liability constraint (LLC). That is, given

such a contract, which cannot require a payment by the tenant larger than

17
Early theoretical models in the literature with the limited liability constraint are those

of Sappington (1983) and Shetty (1988). In a more recent paper La�ont and Matoussi

(1995) use a data set from the region of El Oulja in Tunisia to support their theoretical

result that �nancial constraints have a signi�cant impact on the type of tenancy contract

chosen, and hence on productive e�ciency.
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his wealth w (LCC), the tenant chooses e as a best response (ICC), and

receives an expected utility no lower than m (PC). The landlord thus varies

h and l to maximize

� = max
h;l

e(H � h) + (1� e)(L� l)

subject to

(PC) eh+ (1� e)l � d(e) � m;

(ICC) e 2 argmax~e ~eh+ (1� ~e)l � d(~e);

(LLC) l +w � 0:

The ICC must always hold as an equality, so it can be replaced by its

corresponding �rst order condition, namely

h� l = d0(e): (9)

This equality constraint can be used to eliminate the variable h, reducing

the landlords maximization problem to

� = max
l;e

e(H � l � d0(e)) + (1� e)(L� l) (10)

subject to

(PC) l + ed0(e) � d(e) �m � 0;

(LLC) l +w � 0:

To solve this problem, we form the Lagrangian

L = e(H � l � d0(e)) + (1� e)(L� l) + �(l +w)

+ �(l + ed0(e) � d(e) �m);

The �rst order conditions for this system are

H � L� d0(e) � (1� �)ed00(e) = 0 (11)

�+ � = 1 (12)

�(l +w) = 0 (13)

�(l + ed0(e)� d(e) �m) = 0; (14)

plus the two inequality constraints (PC) and (LLC). We will see that de-

pending on the tentant's wealth level, one or both of these constraints will

be binding.
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Suppose �rst � = 0, so the PC is not binding. Then (11) determines an

e�ort level e� such that

H � L = d0(e�) + e�d
00(e�); (15)

and since � = 1, l = �w, so the contract stipulates that in the bad state

the tenant surrenders his entire wealth to the landlord. The PC must also

not be violated, so

w � w� � e�d
0(e�)� d(e�)�m: (16)

Thus for wealth in the range [0;w�], the LCC constrains, the PC does not

(the tenant enjoys a level of utility superior to his fallback position; i.e.,

he earns a rent, except at w = w�), and e�ort is �xed at e�. Finally the

landlord's return is an increasing function of the tenant's wealth w. This

can be seen from (10), which by substituting l = �w now becomes

� = w + L+ e�(H � L� d0(e�)):

Comparing (8) and (15) we see that d0(e�) < d0(e�), so the convexity of d(e)

implies e� < e�. We conclude that the low wealth tenant's e�ort level is less

than the Pareto optimal level|that which maximizes the joint surplus.

Suppose, by contrast, that � = 0, so the LLC is not binding. In this case

� = 1, the PC holds as an equality (the tenant receives his fallback). Then

(11) implies H � L = d0(e), so the e�ort level is just e�, as in (8), where

e�ort is fully observable and the joint surplus is maximized. We see that

because the PC is satis�ed as an equality (using 14), the tenant's income in

the low output state is now given by

l = m� e�d0(e�) + d(e�);

and to satisfy the LLC we must have

w � w� � e�d0(e�)� d(e�)�m: (17)

For w 2 [w�;1) e�ort is �xed at e�, the low output state payment is �xed

at l = �w�, and the LLC is not a binding constraint. Tenant wealth levels

at least as great as w� thus allow a contract supporting a Pareto-optimal

outcome.

The only remaining possibility in (11){(14) is that both � and � are

nonzero. This case, in which both the LLC and the PC bind, represents a
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solution to the landlord's maximization problem only for w 2 [w�;w
�].18 In

this range, from the LLC we know that l = �w and from the PC we know

that e�ort satis�es

w = e0d
0(e0)� d(e0)�m: (18)

Notice here that de0=dw = 1=e0d
00(e0) > 0, so e0(w) increases from e� to e

�

as w moves from w� to w
�. Also, l falls from �w� to �w

� over this range,

while h rises from d(e�) � w to d(e�) � w.19 The e�ect of the steepening

payment gradient h� l is to align tenant e�ort incentives more closely with

the payo� to the landlord, approaching the Pareto optimal outcome as w

approaches w�.

We thus have

Theorem 8. Tenancy Ladders and Ine�cient Contracts Where ten-

ant e�ort e a�ects expected output and is not contractible, and where the

tenant's wealth level w is the maximum liability to which the tenant may

be exposed by the terms of the landlord's output-contingent rental contract,

there exist wealth levels w� and w� > w� such that the landlord's optimal

contract has the following properties:

(i) for w � w� the tenant chooses a Pareto optimal e�ort level e�, the

tenant's expected return equals the tenant's reservation position, and

the landlord secures the entire surplus;

(ii) for w < w� the tenant chooses e�ort e� < e� independently of w, the

tenant's expected return is superior to the reservation position and

declining in the tenant's wealth, while the landlord's share of output

is increasing in the tentant's wealth; and �nally,

(iii) for w� � w � w�, tenant e�ort is rising in tenant wealth (from

e� to e�), the tenant's expected return equals the tenant's reservation

position, and the landlord's absolute and relative share of the surplus

of the project is rising in the tenant's wealth.

Figure 7 illustrates this theorem. Allocative e�ciency rises with the

wealth of the tenant because on e�ciency grounds the payment gradient (h�

l) should equal the expected marginal product of e�ort (H �L), but where

18
This is because placing two constraints upon the landlord's choice cannot improve the

landlord's payo� over the single-constraint alternatives available to him outside the range

[w�;w
�
].

19
To see that h rises, we di�erentiate d0(e0(w))�w with respect to w, getting d00e00�1 =

1=e0 � 1 > 0.
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the maximum penalty the landlord can impose on the tenant in the bad

state is small, setting the payment gradient equal to the expected marginal

product of e�ort can be accomplished only by raising h not by lowering l;

because under these circumstances raising h not only enhances e�ciency but

distributes some of the e�ciency gains to the tenant, the landlord's private

incentives fail to implement the social optimum.

Tenant's Share of Output

w�

Landlord's Share of Output

w� wmax

Tenant
Wealth

m

e�H + (1� e�)L

e�H + (1� e�)L
e�d

0(e�)

LLC Binds� -

PC Binds� -

Unrealized Potential
Output

Tenant's Reservation
Position

r

r

r

e�H + (1� e�)L� d0(e�)

Joint
Surplus

6

?

Figure 7: Tenant Wealth and Allocative Ine�ciency. E�cient contracts

require w � w�. Lower wealth levels entail sub-optimal e�ort

and expected output and (for w < w�) a smaller tenant share

of the joint surplus.

The intuition supporting Theorem (8), namely that tenant wealth atten-

uates allocative ine�ciencies arising from contractual incompleteness, sug-

gests that wealth limits will be more stringent where the noncontractible

input e�ect is particularly powerful in inducing the good outcome, namely

where H � L is large, motivating

Theorem 9. Wealth Constraints and Noncontractible Inputs The

wealth limits w� and w� de�ned in Theorem 8 vary with the importance of

e�ort in determining outputs, namely, with H � L.

The reason, which may be con�rmed from equations (11), (16), and (17),

is that as H � L increases, optimal e�ort is greater so the Pareto-optimal

payment gradient is steeper and hence the LLC is binding for higher levels

of tenant wealth.

Finally, we have
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Theorem 10. Productivity Enhancing Redistributions to Tenants

For the contract de�ned in Theorem 8, a redistribution of wealth from the

landlord to a tenant with wealth w0 2 [w�;w
�) would enhance allocative

e�ciency.

The reasoning, which may be con�rmed by inspection of equation (18), is

that over this range of wealth tenant's expected utility is equal to m + w

so an addition to tenant wealth bene�ts tenants directly, while the induced

increase in their e�ort (namely de=dw = 1=ed00(e)) bene�ts the landlord,

partially o�setting the cost of the transfer.

There is some wealth level wmax for which the land in question will be

worth more to the tenant as owner than to the landlord, taking account

of the available credit and other considerations discussed at the outset. As

owner, the tenant will of course implement the surplus-maximizing e�ort

level.

It is possible, indeed likely in many cases, that the tenant's fallback

positionm will not be independent of the tenant's wealth|as in the case, for

example, where the tenant's wealth is held in the form of a truck. Ifm varies

with w, and if the wealth level w� is de�ned as before but with m = m(w)

where m0(w) > 0, the tenant's share of output will rise with tenant wealth

for w > w�, with the landlord's share unambiguously declining for w > w�

and with the e�ect of increased tenant wealth on the landlord's share being

ambiguous over the range w�;w
�, the sign depending on the strength of the

m(w) relationship. For w < w�, the landlord's share is increasing in w, so

the landlord would prefer wealthier tenants.

In the model here we have discussed only the one-period game. In a

multi-period model there are interesting extra dimensions of the incentive

e�ects under tenancy. The landlord may mitigate the problem of underap-

plication of the non-contractible input by using a threat of eviction when

output is low.20 The threat may be e�ective in our model with limited li-

ability, since for w < w� the tenants earn some rent over and above their

reservation income m, which they would lose if evicted. In a multi-period

model, apart from labor e�ort (and other current input choice), the incen-

tive to invest may also be a�ected by the eviction threat. Such a threat

may discourage long-term improvements on the land (that are often non-

contractible).21 One may add that the removal of the threat (say, through

20
This observation goes back to Johnson (1950) and has been formalized in Bardhan

(1984) and Dutta, Ray and Sengupta (1989).

21
Classical economists have emphasized this adverse e�ect of tenurial insecurity on in-

vestment. John Stuart Mill, for example, regarded this as the major defect of metayage
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a land reform program that provides tenurial security) may also improve

the bargaining power of the tenant, and investment may be encouraged be-

cause the tenant now expects to get a higher share of the additional output

generated by that investment.

But as Banerjee and Ghatak (1996) point out, there are two ways in

which eviction threats may also have a positive e�ect on the incentive to

invest. First, just as eviction threats raise current labor e�ort because ten-

ants care about the expected value of future rents from the work and the

prospect of losing these rents induces them to work harder, similarly invest-

ment today raises the chances of doing well tomorrow and hence retaining

the job day after tomorrow, thus they may respond positively to eviction

threats. Secondly, if eviction threats raise current e�ort then that raises the

chance of being around in the next period and this e�ect too is favorable to

investment. All these put together make the net e�ect of eviction threats

on investment rather ambiguous. The empirical evidence of Banerjee and

Ghatak from a tenancy reform program in West Bengal (in the form of

improvements in the security of tenure) suggests that the net e�ect of the

program on the rate of growth of agricultural productivity is positive.

One major limitation of limited liability models in the context of rural

areas in poor countries is that some of the main results are driven by the

assumption that the asset-poor cannot be penalized enough by the land-

lord for rent default in bad times. Apart from the linearity of the utility

function assumed, which is clearly implausible when consumption is near

zero, in long-term relationships of closed village communities landlords can

sometimes get around this problem with a weather-dependent side-payment

(credit) to the tenant to be paid back in better times. For a model of such

tenancy-cum-credit contracts, see Kotwal (1985). Historical information on

agricultural production under di�erent weather conditions as well as infor-

mation on production on neighboring farms may be used by the landlord in

the design of an incentive contract in such cases. It should also be kept in

mind that in a traditional village context the landlord has access to various

non-economic forms of punishing a defaulting poor tenant.

4 Wealth, Risk Aversion and Insurance

An important impediment to policy measures to redistribute economic re-

sources in favor of nonwealthy producers is that to have the desired incen-

tive e�ects, assigning residual claimancy to producers also involves assigning

in France. This e�ect is formalized in Bardhan (1984) and Banerjee and Ghatak (1996).
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them control rights over the relevant assets. Nonwealthy producers, how-

ever, tend to be more risk averse than wealthy and/or highly diversi�ed

nonproducers|for instance stockholders, entrepreneurs, or landlords.22 As

a consequence, there is generally a tradeo� between e�ective production

incentives and socially optimal risk choices. We explore ways of attenuat-

ing this tradeo�, extending an approach suggested by Domar and Musgrave

(1944) and Sinn (1995).

A number of empirical investigations document a high level of risk aver-

sion on the part of the nonwealthy. Low wealth entails lower return to inde-

pendent agricultural production, for instance, because farmers sacri�ce ex-

pected returns for more secure returns. Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1993) �nd

that low-wealth Indian farmers seeking a means to secure more stable con-

sumption streams, hold bullocks, which are a highly liquid form of capital,

instead of buying pumps, which are illiquid but have high expected return.

The relevant e�ects are not small. Rosenzweig and Binswanger (1993) �nd,

for example, that a one standard deviation reduction in weather risk would

raise average pro�ts by about a third among farmers in the lowest wealth

quartile (p. 75), and virtually not at all for the top wealth-holders. Moreover,

they conclude that the demand for weather insurance would come primarily,

if not exclusively, from poor farmers. Nerlove and Soedjiana (1996) �nd a

similar e�ect in Indonesia with respect to sheep.23

Thus because of risk aversion, a reassignment of property rights to low-

wealth producers might be unsustainable if as a result producers' income

streams are subject to high levels of stochastic variation. Carter, Barham

and Mesbah (1996) and Jarvis (1989) provide a vivid example: in the Cen-

tral Valley of Chile three quarters of those families who received individual

assignment of land rights under a land redistribution program in the 1970's

sold their assets within a decade.

However, as Musgrave, Domar, and Sinn suggest, the availability of in-

surance can lead to increased risk-taking and willingness to hold risky assets.

But the market for forms of insurance that promote risk-taking in produc-

tion may be imperfect (Atkinson and Stiglitz 1980). Shiller (1993) provides

several contemporary applications, arguing that capital market imperfec-

tions even in the most advanced economies lead to the absence of insur-

ance markets for major sources of individual insecurity and inequality. For

instance, a major form of wealth insecurity in many families is the capi-

tal value of the family home, due to medium- to long-term uctuations in

22
See Saha, Shumway and Talpaz (1994) and the many studies cite therein.

23
See Ho� (1996a) for a discussion of this and related studies.
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average housing prices in a region. No insurance for such uctuations is

available, but Shiller suggests that this and other similar insurance markets

can be activated through proper �nancial interventions. Along these same

lines, Sinn (1995) argues that the welfare state in the advanced economies

can be understood in part as a successful set of policy measures to improve

the risk-taking behavior of the nonwealthy where private `social insurance'

markets fail.

On the other hand, many attempts at preserving the small indepen-

dent producer through extending credit availability and crop insurance have

failed (Carter and Coles 1997), though these failures may be due to forms

of insurance that are not incentive compatible (Newbery 1989). For in-

stance, insuring individual crops reintroduces the same agency problems as

sharecropping and wage labor. By contrast, as we show below, allowing

producers to purchase insurance covering some general condition that is

correlated with individual crop risk but that does not a�ect individual pro-

duction incentives, can be e�ective in eliciting risk taking on the part of the

nonwealthy without incurring e�ciency losses. A crop insurance program in

India, for example, based payments to individual farmers not on the output

of their own plots but rather on average crop yields in larger agro-climatic

regions to which they belong (Dandekar 1985). Disaster insurance for crops

in the United States is similarly designed (Williams, Carriker, Barnaby and

Harper 1993). Or insurance payments may be based on the exogenous source

of the risk itself, if this is measurable. An example of this is rainfall insur-

ance, whereby the producer pays a �xed premium, and receives a schedule of

returns depending upon the average rainfall in the region over the growing

season.24

In this spirit, we show below that under plausible conditions reducing

the exposure of the nonwealthy to stochastic uctuations independent of

their productive activities can induce increased risk taking in production,

and hence can help sustain otherwise unsustainable asset redistributions.

General social insurance can also allow access to credit markets for wealth-

poor agents who would be otherwise excluded. Platteau, Murickan, Palatty

and Delbar (1980), Sanderatne (1986), Ardington and Lund (1995) and

Deaton and Case (1997) provide some evidence for this phenomenon.

The model developed below shows that, exposed to the risk associated

24
Similarly, the taxation of agricultural income can be based on general growing condi-

tions rather than measured farm output, thus combining insurance and revenue-producing

goals. The idea is not new. The Zabt system of taxation, developed by the Mughal rulers

of North India during the Sixteenth Century, based assessments on estimates of the pro-

ductive capacities of the land rather than on actual harvests (Richards 1993):85�.
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with residual claimancy, asset-poor producers

� may avoid buying projects that they could operate productively, even

when they are �nancially capable of doing so, may sell rather than

operate such projects that are transferred to them, and will choose

suboptimal levels of risk for any project that they do retain and oper-

ate;

� there exists a class of productivity enhancing egalitarian asset redis-

tributions that are sustainable as competitive equilibria but will not

occur through private contracting even when loans are available to all

producers at the risk-free interest rate;

� this class may be expanded by a o�ering fair insurance to nonwealthy

asset holders that protects the producer against risk unassociated with

the production process (e.g., health insurance, consumer goods price

stabilization) or that protects independent producers against `industry

risk' that is unrelated to the quality of their own decisions;

� while competitive pro�t maximizing insurers may supply some forms

of insurance of this type, they will generally do so in a suboptimal

manner.

Let us begin with a risk neutral employer who owns an asset and em-

ploys a worker. The worker receives a wage w, and the project uses non-

depreciable capital goods with value k. We assume the employer must su-

pervise the worker to guarantee performance, with supervision costs m > 0.

We also assume the project consists of a continuum of possible technolo-

gies of varying risk and expected return, with higher risk yielding higher

expected return over some range. We summarize the choice of technology

in an expected net revenue schedule g(�), which is a concave function of the

standard deviation of revenue � > 0, with a maximum at some �� > 0.25

We then write the employer's pro�ts, net of the opportunity costs of

capital, p(�) as

p(�) = �z + g(�)� �k�m� w (19)

25
This shape follows from two plausible assumptions. First, production techniques that

o�er positive expected return involve a strictly positive level of risk. Hence expected

return is an increasing function of risk for low levels of risk. Second, �rms have access

to production techniques that have very high returns when successful, but with a low

probability of success (e.g. a �rm may lower costs by not diversifying its product line, or

by assuming the availability of particular production inputs). Hence above a certain point

expected return declines with increasing risk.
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where z is a random variable with mean zero and standard deviation unity

and � is the risk-free interest rate.

The employer, who is risk neutral, maximizes Ep(�), the expected value

of pro�ts, giving �rst order condition

(Ep)� = g0(�) = 0; (20)

determining the expected pro�t-maximizing risk level ��. We further assume

that the project is part of a competitive system with free entry, so pro�ts

must be zero in equilibrium. Since the employer is risk-neutral, this means

the equilibrium wage rate w� is given by

w� = g(��)� �k�m: (21)

Suppose the wage-earner considers becoming an independent producer

by renting capital and undertaking production. To abstract from problems

of credit availability, we assume that the productive equipment constituting

the asset may be rented at a per-period cost �k where � is the risk-free

interest rate. This is equivalent to assuming that the producer can borrow

funds to purchase the asset at the risk-free rate. The independent producer's

net payo� is then given by

y(�) = �z + g(�) � �k; (22)

since being self-employed, the producer pays neither the wage nor the mon-

itoring cost (we assume that the e�ort level of the producer remains the

same). Indeed, the fact that the producer does not incur the monitoring

cost captures our assumption that productive e�ciency improves when the

producer ceases being a wage-earner and becomes the residual claimant.

Suppose the producer has utility function u(w), which is twice di�eren-

tiable, increasing, and concave in wealth w, and de�ne

v(�; �) = Eu(w) =

Z
1

�1

u(�+ �z)dF (z); (23)

where F (z) is the cumulative distribution of z. Thus v(�; �) is the expected

utility of the payo� �+�z. We write the slope of the level curves v(�; �) = �v

where �v 2 R.

s(�; �) = �
v�

v�
; (24)

and we write the Arrow-Pratt risk coe�cient for the agent as

�(w) = �
u00(w)

u0(w)
:
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Then following Meyer (1987) and Sinn (1990), we know that v(�; �) behaves

like a utility function where � is a `good' and � is a `bad.' The level curves

v(�; �) = �v are indi�erence curves which, in the case of decreasing absolute

risk aversion, are increasing, convex, at at � = 0, become atter for in-

creasing � when � > 0, and become steeper for increasing �. Movements

to the north and to the west thus indicate both improved welfare and at-

ter indi�erence curves. These properties are illustrated in Figure 8. We

henceforth assume the producer exhibits decreasing absolute risk aversion,

which means �0(w) < 0; i.e., the producer becomes less risk averse as wealth

increases.26

�

�
Figure 8: Indi�erence Curves of the Decreasingly Absolutely Risk Averse

Producer with Utility Function v(�; �)

The producer then chooses � to maximize

�(�) � v(�; �(�))

where

�(�) � Ey(�) = g(�) � �k; (25)

giving the �rst order condition

�� = v�[g
0(�)� s(�; �(�))] = 0: (26)

This indicates that the marginal rate of transformation of risk into expected

payo�s, g0(�), must equal the marginal rate of substitution between risk

and expected payo�, s(�; �). The producer's optimizing problem as residual

claimant is depicted in Figure 9 as choosing the highest indi�erence curve of

v(�; �) that satis�es the constraint (25), which is just the tangency point at

26
Virtually all empirical studies support decreasing absolute risk aversion. For a recent

review of the literature, see Saha et al. (1994).
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A, giving �o, which satis�es the �rst order condition (26). The producer's

risk aversion implies s(�; �) > 0, which by (26) requires that �o < ��, so

the independent producer chooses a lower level of risk than the risk neutral

employer.

The tradeo� between the allocative gains and suboptimal risk losses that

occur when the asset is assigned to the asset-poor producer is illustrated

in Figure 9. This �gure depicts both the pre-transfer allocation in which

the employer chooses �� and pays w�, and the post-asset-transfer situation

indicated by point A. The allocative gain associated with the transfer is the

increase in the expected return from w� to the point D, or justm, the saving

in monitoring input. The suboptimal risk loss is D � F , reecting the fact

that the risk averse producer prefers point A to point C on the risk-return

schedule. There is no reason, of course, to expect the gains to exceed the

costs.

�

�

��

w�
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t t
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v = vk

v = vo
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F

�o

�(�) = g(�)� �k

w(�) = g(�)� �k�m

Figure 9: The Tradeo� between Gain in Expected Return and Lost in

Suboptimal Risk Taking

To compare the producer's welfare as residual claimant as opposed to

wage-earner, note that when the employer chooses �, by (21) the equilibrium

payo� to the employee occurs at the maximum point �� of the schedule

w = g(�)��k�m, as shown at point B in Figure 10(a). Figure 10(a) shows

the case where the producer is better o� as residual claimant rather than

working for the employer, since the indi�erence curve through (�o; �(�o)) is

higher than the indi�erence curve through (0; w�). By contrast, Figure 10(b)

shows the case where the producer is better o� working for the employer.
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Notice that in this case the producer has higher expected income as residual

claimant than as wage-earner, but is exposed to an excessive level of risk.

The di�erences between the two cases is the greater degree of risk aversion

assumed in the second case, as is indicated by the steeper indi�erence locus.

Competitive equilibrium for the �rst case implies that the producer acquire

the asset and in the second that the producer work for the employer, so

in both cases the competitive assignment of residual claimancy and control

rights would appear to implement an e�cient solution.
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Figure 10: Comparing Wage Earning and Independent Production

Note that in (a) the producer is better o� as residual claimant,

and in (b) the reverse is true.

We now consider whether the analysis would be altered by an outright

transfer of k to the employee, thus obviating the need to rent these assets.

It might well be thought that the result would not change, as the producer's

per period return from selling the asset �k is exactly the rental cost, so

the asset transfer simply converts a direct cost (the cost of renting the cap-

ital) into an opportunity cost (the forgone cost of renting the capital to

another agent), seemingly leaving the analysis una�ected. But this infer-

ence is unwarranted. Suppose the producer has wealth w independent from

participation in production, and earns a secure income �w on this wealth.

Then we �nd that

Theorem 11. If the producer satis�es decreasing absolute risk aversion, the

level of risk the producer assumes is an increasing function of wealth w.

This occurs because increasing the producer's wealth attens the indi�erence

curves in �-� space, so the optimal production point moves closer to the

maximum on the risk-return schedule. To prove this formally, note that

with wealth w, (25) now becomes

�(�) = �(w� k) + g(�);
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and the producer as before chooses � to maximize �(�) � v(�; �(�)), giving

the �rst order condition (26), which we totally di�erentiate with respect to

w to obtain

���
d�

dw
+ ��w = 0:

Now ��� < 0 by the second order condition, and

��w = ��v�s� > 0;

since s�(�w; �w) < 0. Thus d�=dw > 0.

It follows that there exist wealth transfers of the following form: before

the transfer, the producer prefers to work for an owner whose capital stock

is k. When an amount k of wealth is transferred to the producer, indi�er-

ence curves become atter, and in the new situation holding the productive

asset and becoming an independent producer is the preferred alternative.

The transfer is productivity enhancing because the increase in technical ef-

�ciency (elimination of m) is not o�set by the output losses occasioned by

the suboptimal risk level.
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Figure 11: Example of a Productivity Enhancing Asset Redistribution

This is illustrated in Figure 11. In this �gure, the before-transfer in-

di�erence curves for the agent are the dashed curves. Clearly wage labor

dominates independent production. After the transfer, indicated by the

solid curves, the decrease in risk aversion of the agent renders independent

production superior to wage labor.27 Thus the transfer is sustainable. This

27
The utility levels corresponding to the dashed and the solid indi�erence curves are of

course not the same. In particular, the dashed indi�erence curve through point (0; w�
)
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result also demonstrates that the gains to the producer are su�cient to com-

pensate the previous owner of the asset as the producer's returns to holding

the asset exceed the opportunity cost �k, which is identical to the required

compensation.

An egalitarian wealth transfer may thus be productivity enhancing, al-

though the compensation that rendered the transaction a Pareto improve-

ment is not generally implementable, since a lump sum wealth transfer k to

the former owner (or equivalently, an enforceable commitment of the pro-

ducer to pay �k per period) would simply induce the producer to sell rather

than operate the asset.

Credit market constraints played no part in this demonstration, as the

producer was assumed to be able to borrow at the competitive risk-free

interest rate �. However if the asset poor do face credit constraints insofar

as a transfer of wealth may alleviate these constraints a second class of

productivity enhancing asset transfers may exist. To see this assume that

the cost of borrowing to the producer is r(w) where w � 0 is the total

collateralizable wealth of the producer, where

r0(w) < 0 and lim
w!1

r(w) = �: (27)

It is simple to show (as we do in Bowles and Gintis (1998c)) that if a credit

constrained worker with wealth w faces an interest rate r(w) satisfying (27),

and a fraction � of the value k of the capital requirements of the project

can serve as collateral on a loan, then for su�ciently large k the transfer of

the capital good to the agent is productivity enhancing.

To see this why this is so, note that a producer with wealthw can acquire

the capital good at per period cost of r(w�(1��)k)k. The expected income

�p for the work who purchases the asset is

�p(�) = g(�) � r(w� (1� �)k)k;

while the expected income �t for the producer who has acquired the asset

by transfer is

�t(�) = g(�)� r(w+ �k)k:

Choose ��p and ��t to maximize v(�; �p(�)), and v(�; �t(�)), respectively.

The producer who is employed and receiving the wage w� would not bene�t

from purchasing the asset if v(��p; �p(�
�
p)) < v�(0; w�), which is clearly true

for su�ciently large k. The same producer having received the asset k by

corresponds to a lower utility level than the solid indi�erence curve through (0; w�
), since

in the latter case the agent has higher wealth.
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Figure 12: A Productivity Enhancing Redistribution where the Pro-

ducer Faces a Credit Constraint

transfer would prefer to hold the asset if v(�t(�
�
t ); �

�
t ) > v � (0; w�). A

productivity enhancing asset transfer thus requires that:

v(��p; �p(�
�
p)) < v � (0; w�) < v(�t(�

�
t ); �

�
t ):

Suppose the �rst inequality is satis�ed. Since

�t(�)� �p(�) = [r(w � (1� �)k) � r(w+ �k)]k > 0;

it is clear that, for su�ciently large k, the second inequality will be satis�ed

as well at � = ��p, and hence a fortiori at � = ��t .

Thus where a wealth transfer will alleviate the credit market constraints

faced by the wealth poor, productivity enhancing redistributions may exist

even were the producers' risk aversion una�ected by the transfer. Hence

wealth related credit constraints and wealth related risk aversion provide the

basis for productivity enhancing asset redistributions. The two mechanisms

are analogous in that in both cases the transfer of the asset reduces the costs

associated with the assignment of residual claimancy and control rights to

the wealth poor, attenuating suboptimal risk taking and the costs of risk

exposure in the �rst, and reducing the opportunity cost of ownership in the

second.

Figure 12 illustrates a productivity enhancing redistribution to the credit

constrained wealth poor producer.
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It follows that measures that render the producer less risk averse, or

lessen the risk involved in production, lessen the risk allocation losses asso-

ciated with the reassignment of residual claimancy and control rights to low-

wealth producers. A producer who acquires the productive asset through an

egalitarian redistribution policy, but who would otherwise prefer to sell this

asset, could be induced by such measures to remain residual claimant on the

use of the asset. In addition, such measures would reduce the losses from risk

avoidance by producers willingly engaged in independent production. We

shall suggest two plausible measures of this type. The �rst involves insuring

producers against forms of risk exogenous to the production process, and

the second involves insuring producers against public risk|risk correlated

with the risk of independent production, but which is publicly observable.

Suppose the producer's wealth independent from participating in pro-

duction, w, has a stochastic element � of mean zero distributed indepen-

dently from z, where  > 0 is a constant. We call such a stochastic element

exogenous risk, and we term a reduction in  a reduction in exogenous risk

(as opposed to the endogenous risk �z that chosen by the producer). In

Bowles and Gintis (1998c) we show that under these conditions an economic

policy measure that reduces the degree of uncertainty facing producers unre-

lated to the productive asset itself, for instance health insurance, consumer

goods price stabilization, or business cycle stabilization, may induce non-

wealthy producers to assume a higher level of risk exposure in production

and thus increase the scope of application of productivity enhancing egali-

tarian redistributions.

A second measure with similar e�ects is insurance against public risk.

Suppose the random variable � is positively correlated with the stochastic

element z in production, and is publicly observable at the end of the pro-

duction period, hence is contractible. We call � a production-related public

risk. Average rainfall in the region over the growing season, for instance,

is a form of production-related public risk. Consider a market for a fair

insurance policy on production-related public risk that pays producers a

premium l and obliges the producer to pay back an amount b� at the end

of the production period. We call this a public risk insurance policy, and we

call b the payback rate. In Bowles and Gintis (1998c) we show that

Theorem 12. There is a fair public insurance policy that induces the so-

cially optimal level of risk-taking. Such a policy will not be purchased on a

competitive insurance market, in which the producer can choose the payback

rate to maximize expected payo�.

The intuition underlying this result is that the socially optimal insurance
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policy induces risk neutral behavior by restricting the producer's choice to

no insurance at all or more insurance than the producer would choose in

a competitive environment. Pro�t maximizing producers would demand a

lower level of insurance. The reason for the di�erence is that only when

the degree of risk and the public signal are perfectly correlated does the

insurance policy that renders the standard deviation of income invariant to

the choice of risk level by the producer (inducing risk neutral behavior by the

producer) also minimize the standard deviation of income (corresponding to

the producer's desired fair insurance policy).

There are three reasons why the market in public risk insurance may

fail. First the competitively determined insurance rate does not achieve the

socially optimal outcome. Second, the market in public risk insurance is

subject to adverse selection if rz� di�ers among producers and is not pub-

lic knowledge. Third, a private industry selling public risk insurance may

not be able to operate as approximately risk neutral, since the signal � is

a macroeconomic variable that is perfectly correlated for all insurance pur-

chasers, so insurance companies cannot use the law of large numbers to

handle the volatility of their payouts. Moreover, if there is uncertainty con-

cerning ��, or if �� shifts over time, the insurance companies' risk position

becomes even more precarious. Thus government policy might be needed to

implement this outcome.

Of course an analysis of the defects of the market solution to the inde-

pendent producer's risk problem must be complemented by an analysis of

the defects of the public sector as an insurance provider. In particular, in the

absence of a mechanism guaranteeing their accountability, public decision-

makers will choose the level and type of independent producer insurance to

meet multiple objectives, of which fostering socially e�cient production is

only one.

5 Wealth Constraints and Residual Claimancy in Team Produc-

tion

Monitoring by peers in work teams, credit associations, partnerships, lo-

cal commons situations, and residential neighborhoods is often an e�ective

means of attenuating incentive problems that arise where individual actions

a�ecting the well being of others are not subject to enforceable contracts

(Whyte 1955, Homans 1961, Ostrom 1990, Tilly 1981, Hossain 1988, Dong

and Dow 1993b, Sampson, Raudenbush and Earls 1997). Most explanations

of the incentives to engage in mutual monitoring (Varian 1990, Stiglitz 1993)
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rely either on the small size of the interacting group, or on repeated inter-

actions and low discount rates, allowing the Folk theorem to be invoked.

Neither of these is completely satisfactory, since work teams are often large

and the Folk theorem has little explanatory power.28 Other treatments

leave the incentive to engage in mutual monitoring unexplained (Arnott

1991, Weissing and Ostrom 1991).29

We provide an explanation of mutual monitoring in single shot interac-

tions among members of large teams. The key conditions supporting mutual

monitoring are (a) the fact that when members are residual claimants, shirk-

ing imposes costs on other team members, and contributing to production

becomes a team norm, and (b) a fraction of team members are `reciproca-

tors' who punish violators of team norms. We will provide evidence that

under appropriate conditions reciprocators occur with su�cient frequency

to sustain cooperative outcomes.

The problem of free riding in teams has been addressed by two standard

models. The �rst, due to Alchian and Demsetz (1972), holds that residual

claimancy should be assigned to an individual designated to monitor team

members' inputs, thus ensuring the incentive compatibility for the (non-

contractible) activity of monitoring itself, while addressing the members'

incentive to free ride by the threat of dismissal by the monitor. They contrast

this view of the `classical �rm,' as they call it, with an alternative in which

team members are residual claimants and monitoring is performed, if at all,

by salaried personnel. Alchian and Demsetz correctly observe that group

residual claimancy would dilute incentives, but simply posit the allocational

superiority of the classical �rm: \we assume that if pro�t sharing had to

be relied on for all team members, losses from the resulting increase in

central monitor shirking would exceed the output gains from the increased

incentives of other team members not to shirk." (1972):786 As we will see,

28
The repeated game solution to the problem of sustaining cooperative behavior in teams

has several weaknesses, including: (a) there are a multiplicity of equilibria, most of which

do not exhibit high levels of cooperation; (b) subgame perfection (i.e., the credibility of

threats to punish non-cooperators) requires an implausible degree of coordination among

team members.

29
Dong and Dow (1993b) and Legros and Matthews (1993) assume the team can impose

collective sanctions on shirkers. This assumption is reasonable if shirking is easily detected

and teammembers have more e�ective or lower cost forms of punishment than are available

to a traditional �rm. We do not make this assumption. Dong and Dow (1993a) assume

shirking can be controlled by the threat of non-shirkers to exit the team. However the

threat of exiting is credible only if team members have very high fallback positions|in

Dong and Dow's model, this takes the form of independent production|which generally

is not the case.
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their invocation of the so-called \1=n problem" to justify this assumption is

not entirely adequate. Moreover, the classical �rm they describe is not an

accurate description of the way that conventional �rms|except for the very

smallest|handle the problem of monitoring, for monitoring is commonly

done by salaried supervisors rather than residual claimants.

The second approach, pioneered by H�olmstrom (1982), demonstrates

that in principal multi-agent models one can achieve e�ciency or near-

e�ciency through contracts that make individual team members residual

claimants on the e�ects of their actions without conferring ownership rights

on them. Contracts of this type typically impose large penalties for shirk-

ing and require large lump-sum up-front payments on the part of agents, or

they pay each team member the entire team output minus a large constant

and thus, in the presence of stochastic inuences on output, entail nega-

tive payments in some periods, or at best a substantial variance of income

to team members. These arrangments are infeasible if team members have

insu�cient wealth. Moreover, where contributions (e.g., work e�ort) are

continuously variable these incentive mechanisms support large numbers of

Nash equilibria, thus rendering breakdown of cooperation likely.

These approaches do not explain how mutual monitoring works, but

rather why it may be unnecessary. The limited applicability of the owner-

monitor and optimal contracting approaches provides one motivation for

exploring the relationship between residual claimancy and mutual monitor-

ing in teams. Another motivation is empirical. There is some evidence that

group residual claimancy is e�ective, by comparison with payments unre-

lated to group output, even in quite large teams (Hansen 1997). Mutual

monitoring based on residual claimancy appears to be e�ective in the reg-

ulation of common pool resources such as �sheries, irrigation, and grazing

lands (Ostrom 1990), in the regulation of work e�ort in producer cooper-

atives (Greenberg 1986, Craig and Pencavel 1995) and in the enforcement

of non-collateralized credit contracts (Hossain 1988). Experimental studies

(Frohlich, Godard, Oppenheimer and Starke 1997) provide additional sup-

port for the e�ects of residual claimancy in inducing lower supervision costs

and higher productivity in (small) work teams. Further, the fact that resid-

ual claimancy may provide incentives for monitoring even in quite complex

settings and large groups is suggested by evidence that in the United States

home ownership is a signi�cant predictor of participation in community or-

ganizations (Glaeser and DiPasquale forthcoming) and local politics but,

signi�cantly, not national politics (Verba, Schlozman and Brady 1995), as

well as willingness to monitor and sanction coresidents who transgress social

norms (Sampson et al. 1997).
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Locating residual claimancy in teams can have positive incentive e�ects,

since team members may have privileged access to information concerning

the activities of other team members, and may have means of disciplining

shirkers and rewarding hard work that are not available to third parties.

As residual claimants, moreover, team members may have the incentive to

use this information and exercise their sanctioning power, even if the team

is large. Thus while Alchian and Demsetz are surely correct in saying that

residual claimancy in large teams does not substantially reduce the direct

incentive to free ride, it may support superior means of sanctioning and

hence discouraging free riding through mutual monitoring.30 Monitoring is

costly, however, and if the desire to monitor is not su�ciently widespread,

we shall see, mutual monitoring will fail.

We will show that under certain conditions, residual claimancy by team

members can provide su�cient incentives for mutual monitoring, and thus

support high levels of team performance. A key element in our approach,

one shared by recent contributions of Kandel and Lazear (1992), Rotemburg

(1994), Banerjee et al. (1994), and Besley and Coate (1995) is that our

model is based on `social preferences' which, while unconventional, are well

supported by recent experimental and other research.

We assume that though team members observe one another in their pro-

ductive activity, they cannot design enforceable contracts on actions because

this information is not veri�able (cannot be used in courts). In this situa-

tion we show that under appropriate conditions the assignment of residual

claimancy to team members will attenuate incentive problems even when

team size is large.

Two common characteristics of successful mutual monitoring are un-

controversial: the superior information concerning non-veri�able actions of

team members available to other team members and the role of residual

claimancy in motivating members to acquire and use this information in

ways that enhance productivity. Less clear is whether residual claimancy

motivates costly monitoring in large groups.31

30
Some models of mutual monitoring are presented in Varian (1990), Kandel and Lazear

(1992), Weissing and Ostrom (1991), Dong and Dow (1993a,b), and Banerjee, Besley and

Guinnane (1994). Other models of incentives in teams include H�olmstrom (1982), McAfee

and McMillan (1991), Legros and Matthews (1993), Rotemburg (1994), and Besley and

Coate (1995)

31
The problem of motivating the peer-monitors would not arise, of course, if team

members were su�ciently altruistic towards teammates. In this case members would

simply internalize the bene�ts conferred on others by their monitoring. Rotemburg (1994)

develops a model of this type. More generally, Robert Frank writes: \Under [pro�t sharing]

plans, the injury caused by an act of shirking a�ects not only the shareholders of the �rm
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A parsimonious explanation of mutual monitoring is provided, however,

by the notion of strong reciprocity : the well-documented human propen-

sity to cooperate with those who obey, and to punish those who violate

social norms, even when this behavior cannot be justi�ed in terms of self-

regarding, outcome-oriented preferences (Campbell 1983, Bowles and Gintis

1998a). We distinguish this from weak reciprocity, namely reciprocal altru-

ism, tit-for-tat, exchange under complete contracting, and other forms of

mutually bene�cial cooperation that can be accounted for in terms of self-

regarding outcome-oriented preferences. The commonly observed rejection

of substantial positive o�ers in experimental ultimatum games is consis-

tent with this interpretation.32 Moreover the fact that o�ers generated by

a computer rather than another person are signi�cantly less likely to be

rejected suggests that those rejected o�ers at to cost to themselves are re-

acting to violations of norms rather than simply rejecting disadvantageous

o�ers (Blount 1995). More directly analogous to the team production case,

however, are �ndings in n-player public goods experiments. These provide a

motivational foundation for mutual monitoring in teams whose members are

residual claimants, since these experiments show that agents are willing to

incur a cost to punish those whom they perceive to have treated them or a

group to which they belong badly.33 In these experiments, which allow sub-

jects to punish non-cooperators at a cost to themselves, the moderate levels

of contribution typically observed in early play tend to rise in subsequent

rounds to near the maximal level, rather than declining to insubstantial

levels as in the case where no punishment is permitted. It is also signif-

icant that in the experiments of Fehr and G�achter, punishment levels are

undiminished in the �nal rounds, suggesting that disciplining norm viola-

tors is an end in itself and hence will be exhibited even when there is no

prospect of modifying the subsequent behavior of the shirker or potential

but also the shirker's co-workers. Individual workers who care about their co-workers will

be reluctant to impose these costs. . . even when it is impossible for co-workers to observe

the act of shirking." (1991):168. However were team members su�ciently altruistic in this

sense to motivate mutual monitoring, there would be no initial free rider problem either.

32
See G�uth, Schmittberger and Schwarz (1982), Ostrom, Walker and Gardner (1992),

G�uth and Ockenfels (1993), Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin and Sefton (1994), Cameron (1995),

Ho�man, McCabe and Smith (April, 1996), and Falk and Fischbacher (1998). For an

overview of the studies in this area, see Davis and Holt (1993) and Fehr, G�achter and

Kirchsteiger (1997).

33
See Ostrom et al. (1992) on common pool resources, Fehr et al. (1997) on e�ciency

wages, and Fehr and G�achter (1996) on public goods. Coleman (1988) develops the parallel

point that free riding in social networks can be avoided if network members provide positive

rewards for cooperating.
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future shirkers.

The willingness to engage in costly punishment provides a basis for link-

ing residual claimancy with mutual monitoring, even in large teams. An

individual who shirks inicts harm on the other members of the team if

(and only if) they are residual claimants. Members may then see this viola-

tion of reciprocity as reason to punish the shirker. We should note that our

model requires only that a certain fraction of team members be reciproca-

tors. This is in line with the evidence from experimental economics, which

indicates that in virtually every experimental setting a certain fraction of

the subjects do not retaliate, either because they are self-interested, or they

are purely altruistic.34

To see how mututal monitoring works, consider a team with n members

(n > 3), each of whom can either Work, supplying one unit of e�ort, or Shirk,

supplying zero units of e�ort. We assume the members of the team are equal

residual claimants on team output, but there may be other residual claimants

outside the team (e.g., equity-holders who do not engage in production, or

a government that taxes output). For convenience, if we refer to i or j, we

assume they are team members in f1; : : : ; ng unless otherwise stated, and

if we refer to both i and j, we assume i 6= j. Also we write n�i = fk =

1; : : : ; njk 6= ig. We assume agents have linear utility functions that are

additive in costs and bene�ts.

Let �j be the probability that member j shirks, so � =
Pn

j=1 �j=n is the

average rate of shirking. The value of team output net of nonlabor costs

is the number of workers working times q, the average (and marginal) net

product of e�ort, which we can write as n(1 � �)q. Each member's payo�

is then given by (1� �)�q, where � 2 [0; 1] is de�ned as the team's residual

share. The loss to the team from one member shirking is �q. The gain to an

individual from shirking is the disutility of e�ort, b > 0, which we assume is

identical for all team members. We also assume �q > b, otherwise universal

shirking would be optimal.35

Consider a single team member j. Another member i 2 n�j can either

Monitor j at cost ci > 0, or Trust j at zero cost. Member i imposes a cost

si > 0 on j if i detects j shirking. This cost may involve public criticism,

shunning, threats of physical harm and the like. We assume that acts of

punishment, like work e�ort, are non-veri�able and hence not subject to

contract. If j shirks and imonitors j, we assume the shirking will be detected

34
For an especially clear example, see Blount (1995). Fehr and Schmidt (1997) provides

a survey of rejection rates in ultimatum games.

35
Most of the homogeneity assumptions we make can be dropped, at the expense of

complicating the notation and the descriptions of the model.
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with probability pij 2 (0; 1], where this probability of detection may vary

with the spatial proximity of team members and the transparency of the

production process, and other factors that we do not model here.

We model the incentive to monitor by supposing that i experiences a

subjective gain �i(�) � 0 from disciplining a shirking member j, which

occurs if j shirks, i monitors j, and j is detected.36 The harm done by a

shirker to team members is proportional to the degree of residual claimancy

so it is reasonable to assume that the strength of the norm of cooperation

increases with the degree of residual claimancy of the team. Thus �i(0) = 0

and �0i(�) � 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n. We call �i(�) i's propensity to punish

shirkers.37 Note that some members may exhibit no propensity to punish;

i.e., �i(�) = 0, � 2 [0; 1].

If i monitors, the likelihood of detecting j shirking is �jpij, so the net

cost of monitoring j over trusting j is ci � �jpij�i(�). Then if �ij, i 2 n�j,

the probability that i monitors j, is chosen to be a best response, we have

�ij

8<
:
= 0; ci > �jpij�i(�)

2 (0; 1); ci = �jpij�i(�)

= 1; ci < �jpij�i(�)

(28)

Let s�j be the expected punishment inicted by all i 2 n�j on j if j shirks.

We have

s�j =
X
i2n�j

pij�ijsi: (29)

Writing the direct gain to an individual from shirking as

g = b�
�q

n
; (30)

the expected gain to j from shirking, including the expected cost of punish-

36
In fact, ee expect �i to depend on �q, but since we do not vary q in our analysis, we

suppress q in the argument. Note that, unlike a member's share of the �rm's net revenue,

the subjective gain from punishing does not decline with the size of the team. We motivate

this assumption and discuss the e�ects of team size below. We assume �i(�) < sj for all

� 2 [0; 1], to avoid bizarre `sado-masochistic' optima in which team members cooperate

by shirking, punishing, and being punished, the net psychic return to which is greater

than the return to working.

37
For simplicity we have assumed that a monitor's propensity to punish, �i, is not

a�ected by the propensities to punish or the observed rates of punishing of other members

of the team. Replacing this with the assumption that punishing propensities are positively

related opens the possibility of multiple equilibria, some involving high levels of punishing

and some low. We explore this alternative below.
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ment, is g � s�j . Therefore if �j is chosen as a best response, we have

�j

8<
:
= 0; g < s�j
2 [0; 1]; g = s�j
= 1; g > s�j

(31)

If g < 0 there is a unique, Pareto e�cient, Nash equilibrium in which no

members shirk and no member monitors.38 In this case residual claimancy

alone is su�cient to ensure e�ciency. The more interesting case, however, is

where group size is su�ciently large that residual claimancy alone does not

entail incentive compatibility. We thus suppose in the rest of the paper that

b > q=n, so that even with full residual claimancy assigned to the team as a

whole, shirking is an individual best response in the absence of monitoring.

In this case any Nash equilibrium involves positive shirking, since if �j = 0

for some j then by (28) �ij = 0 for i 2 n�j. But then by (31), �j = 1, a

contradiction. Thus we must investigate conditions under which 0 < �j < 1

for some j in equilibrium, requiring

g = s�j : (32)

We call such a situation a working equilibrium.

We say i is a reciprocator if �i(�) > 0. Suppose the fraction of recip-

rocators is f , so the remaining fraction 1 � f of team members are self-

regarding|for these agents �i(�) = 0, and they never monitor or punish.

Notice that if j is not a reciprocator, j has fn potential monitors, whereas

if j is a reciprocator, j has fn� 1 potential monitors. In the a interest of

simplicity of exposition, we will ignore this di�erence, assuming all agents

face fn potential monitors.39

We say reciprocators are homogeneous if there are parameters p, c, s

and �(�) such that if i is a reciprocator, then ci = c, pij = p, si = s, and

�i(�) = �(�). We have

Theorem 13. Suppose reciprocators are homogeneous, with parameters p,

c, s and �(�). If c > p�(�), then the unique Nash equilibrium satis�es

�j = �� = 1 and �ij = �� = 0 for all i; j = 1; : : : ; n; i.e., all members

shirk and no member monitors. If c < p�(�) and g > fnps the unique Nash

equilibrium satis�es �j = �� = �� = 1 for all i; j = 1; : : : ; n; i.e., all workers

shirk and all members monitor. If c < p�(�) and g < fnps, then

38
This equilibrium is e�cient because we have ruled out `sado-masochistic' optima.

39
The e�ect of dropping this assumption is in all cases quite transparent, since in e�ect,

the model is the union of n independent games, in each of which one agent is the worker

and the other n� 1 agents are the monitors.
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(a) there is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium in which all members shirk

with probability

�� =
c

p�(�)
(33)

and reciprocators monitor with probability

�� =
g

fnps
; (34)

(b) the e�ect of residual claimancy on the incidence of shirking, @��=@�,

is independent of team size and the fraction of reciprocators.

(c) the social welfare di�erence per team member between a �rst best world

with no shirking and the equilibrium of this game is �q. This is declin-

ing in the degree of residual claimancy and is independent of team size

and the fraction of reciprocators.

We note that while the fraction of reciprocators and the level of pun-

ishment they may inict do not appear in (33), they are not unimportant

in the determination of the level of shirking, for if f and s are su�ciently

small, the condition g < fnps is violated, and universal shirking occurs.40

Notice also that, as one would expect, shirking declines with an increase in

the propensity to punish shirkers, an increase in the probability of detecting

shirking, or a decrease in the cost of monitoring.

The intuition behind part (a) of Theorem 13 is as follows. The equi-

librium level of shirking, ��, equates the net bene�ts of monitoring and

trusting, while the equilibrium level of monitoring equates the net bene�ts

of working and shirking. Thus when � is greater than its equilibrium value

(33), the expected bene�ts of monitoring, �p�, exceed the costs c. Mem-

bers who monitor with high probability will then receive higher payo�s than

members who monitor with low probability, inducing some to increase their

monitoring probability. As the monitoring probability increases, the gains to

shirking decline, leading suppliers to reduce �. This dynamic continues until

(33) is satis�ed. A similar dynamic occurs when � is less than its equilib-

rium value. When � is greater than its equilibrium value (34), the expected

costs of shirking f�nps exceed the bene�ts g. Suppliers who work with high

probability will then be receiving higher payo�s than suppliers who shirk

with high probability, inducing some to decrease their rate of shirking. As

40
We have not investigated equilibria when c = p�(�) or g = fnps. This is because

these cases are neither generic nor interesting.
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the shirking rate declines, the gains to monitoring decline, leading to a re-

duction in �. This dynamic will continue until (34) is satis�ed. A similar

dynamic occurs when � is less than the equilibrium value given by (34).

Behavioral traits such as a work ethic or a willingness to punish co-

members for inicting harm on the team are, of course, strongly norm gov-

erned and as such need not be proximately determined by the explicit opti-

mization of any agent but rather may be the expression of behavioral rules.

Thus the model underlying Theorem 13 may be interpreted as the basis of

a dynamic treatment of work and punishment norms, with the updating of

norms responding to the observed payo�s of others. For example, as our

description of the intuition behind part (a) of Theorem 13 suggests, the de-

termination of � and � may be represented as dynamic processes based on

the di�erential replication of norms governing the working, shirking, moni-

toring and punishing behaviors we have modeled, the equilibrium values ��

and �� simply representing outcomes that are stationary in the underlying

dynamic. We do not develop this extension here.

It may be objected that it is plausible to treat �(�) as a decreasing

function of team size, on the grounds that strong reciprocity may weaken

when the team becomes larger, and thus the propensity to punish any given

act of shirking would fall. Though this is possible, there is to our knowledge

no clear evidence in support of this notion, and there are many `stylized

facts' contradicting it. For instance, people are often observed to support

their local sports team, their regional sports team, and their national sports

team with equal commitment.

There are of course additional paths through which increasing team size

might weaken the mutual monitoring mechanism. Increased n might lower

the cost s a monitor can impose on a shirker, since the `average social dis-

tance' between a pair of workers can be expected to increase as the team

becomes more numerous. The ability to detect shirking may also decline.

It is clear from (33) that lowering p will indeed reduce the e�ciency of the

team, while (34) shows both mechanisms lead to an increase in the moni-

toring level required to prevent shirking. Since a change in � does not a�ect

the e�ciency of the system, we will investigate only the former e�ect.

To model the relationship between team size and detection probability

in a plausible manner, we will drop our homogeneity assumption. In its

place we will assume that for any two team members i and j, either i can

or cannot see j. Suppose that if j shirks and i inspects j, the probability

of i detecting j shirking is p if i j, and is zero otherwise. Suppose in all

other respects, the model is as described above. Then if there is an integer

k � 1 such that as team size n � k increases, each member sees exactly k
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other team members, then if fkps > g, our previous assertions hold with

k substituted for n in the denominator of (34). The intuition behind this

result is that as long as increasing team size does not reduce the number

of team members that one may `see' the e�ectiveness of mutual monitoring

does not decline as team size increases.

However large teams often do not have the informational homogeneity

assumed above, since with increased size often comes a more re�ned divi-

sion of labor in which there are specialized `work groups' whose members all

see one another, and who are not seen by other team members. Members

of such groups have an incentive to collude by agreeing that the reciproca-

tors in the group will not monitor, and hence all are free to shirk without

penalty. We call this a `shirking clique.' Of course in a one-shot situation

the promise not to monitor and punish is not credible, but it can be sup-

ported in a repeated game framework as a form of `tacit collusion.' Teams

can reduce the frequency of such behavior by rotating members among work

groups, rendering the e�ective discount rate for the repeated game too high

to support collusion, but such rotation may entail prohibitive organizational

costs.

We conclude that under appropriate conditions, strong reciprocity can

operate even in large teams, so that the allocative e�ciency case for residual

claimancy, and hence asset holdings by team members, is not necessarily

weakened, unless the frequency of reciprocators is too low or the division of

labor favors the widespread formation of shirking cliques.

If residual claimancy provides motives for mutual monitoring, the dis-

tribution of wealth may have allocational e�ects as in the more commonly

treated cases of concerning human investment, agrarian tenancy, and en-

trepreneurship (Loury 1981, Galor and Zeira 1993, La�ont and Matoussi

1995, Bowles and Gintis 1998b). The reason is that some distributions

(those in which team members are without wealth, for example) e�ectively

preclude the assignment of residual claimancy to team members, because

transferring residual claimancy over the income streams of an asset but not

ownership itself to team members creates incentives for the team to depre-

ciate the assets, the costs of which may more than o�set any gains from

mutual monitoring. Thus prohibitive costs may arise if residual claimancy

is separated from ownership, and outright ownership may be precluded by

borrowing limitations faced by zero wealth team members.

Thus a redistribution of wealth to team members may improve the al-

locational e�ciency of the team. If, as in the case modelled, team mem-

bers are risk neutral, such a redistribution must be potentially Pareto-

improving, in the sense that the gains of bene�ciaries of the redistribu-
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tion exceed the amount necessary to fully compensate the losses of those

whose wealth was redistributed. Such potentially Pareto improving asset

redistributions to team members are necessarily egalitarian, assets being

provided to the wealth poor. The reason is that in the absence of borrowing

limitations imposed by low wealth, the allocational gains associated with

residual claimancy via mutual monitoring would be fully exploited by vol-

untary transactions among agents. Thus wealthy team members would not

be precluded from becoming residual claimants and mutual monitors were

this to improve allocational e�ciency.

Where team members are not only poor but risk averse as well (the

more probable case) this felicitous e�ciency equity complementarity (rather

than trade o�) is still possible, but less likely.41 The reason is that control

rights over the use of the assets must accompany residual claimancy and

ownership and, as we have seen in the previous section, risk averse team

members would likely implement a socially suboptimal level of risk taking

in decisions concerning investment and technical choice.

In Section 2 we surveyed the advantages of locating residual claimancy

and hence asset ownership with agents making noncontractible production-

related decisions with the resulting allocative e�ciency prescription that

where all agents are risk neutral those who control noncontractible actions

should also own the results of those actions, thus requiring producers to hold

the relevant assets. In this section we have asked under what conditions the

logic of this prescription might be extended from the case of individual

producers to team producers. We found that the mechanism of reciprocal

fairness can operate even in large teams, so that even in large teams the

allocative e�ciency case for residual claimancy, and hence asset holdings by

team members, is not necessarily weakened.

We saw in Section 2 that nonwealthy producers may be precluded from

acquiring ownership of productive assets, and this obviously precludes non-

wealthy members of productive teams from acquiring the ownership needed

to render mutual monitoring e�ective. One may then ask if the competi-

tively determined assignment of residual claimancy and control are ine�-

cient in the sense that a productivity enhancing redistribution of assets of

the type de�ned in the introduction might be possible. This question can-

not be adequately addressed without dropping the assumption of general

risk neutrality. Fortunately the results of Section 4 may be readily extended

to the case of team production, suggesting that a reallocation of ownership

to team members may be productivity enhancing even when the members

41
We explore this case in Bowles and Gintis (1998c).
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are risk averse.

6 Initial Asset Inequality and Cooperation on the Local Commons

One of the important, though somewhat neglected, ways in which asset in-

equality can a�ect economic e�ciency is through inuencing the likelihood of

cooperation in the management of local public goods, varying from personal

security and neighborhood amenities in urban residential settings to local

commons situations. In particular, the daily livelihood of vast masses of the

rural poor in many countries depends on the success with which common-

pool resources (CPRs)|such as forests, grazing lands, in-shore �sheries,

and irrigation water|are managed, and the environmental consequences of

their management. A CPR is de�ned by Ostrom (1990), p. 30, as \a nat-

ural or man-made resource system that is su�ciently large as to make it

costly (but not impossible) to exclude potential bene�ciaries from obtaining

bene�ts from its use." There are several documented examples of successful

local-level cooperation on CPRs in di�erent parts of the world|see Ostrom

(1990) for many such examples|but there are also numerous cases of failure

of cooperation. Understanding the factors that lead to success or failure of

community management of these resources is critical.

CPR management is a collective action dilemma: a situation in which

mutual cooperation is collectively rational for a group as a whole, but indi-

vidual cooperation may not be rational for each member. One factor that

has not always been recognized as critical to the outcome of collective ac-

tion dilemmas is heterogeneity among the players. Here our attention will,

of course, be largely restricted to a single but potent kind of heterogeneity:

asset inequality.

Olson (1965) hypothesized that inequality may be bene�cial to the pro-

vision of a public good:

In smaller groups marked by considerable degrees of inequali-

ty|that is, in groups of members of unequal `size' or extent of

interest in the collective good|there is the greatest likelihood

that a collective good will be provided; for the greater the inter-

est in the collective good of any single member, the greater the

likelihood that member will get such a signi�cant proportion of

the total bene�t from the collective good that he will gain from

seeing that the good is provided, even if he has to pay all of the

cost himself. (p. 34)
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Inequality in this context can thus facilitate the provision of the col-

lective good, with the small players free-riding on the contribution of the

large player. Supporting this position, Bergstrom, Blume and Varian (1986)

show that, in a very general setting, wealth redistributions that increase

the wealth of a positive contributor to a public good will lead the latter

to demand more (and therefore entail an increase the supply) of the public

good.42 These analyses of the supply of public goods are relevant to conser-

vation among CPR users. Restraint in resource use is analytically equivalent

to contributing to a public good. Following these studies, we would expect

group heterogeneity to be conducive to the e�ective management of CPRs.

Nevertheless, �eld studies of CPR management have often shown that

the relationship between inequality and collective action is more complex.

Bardhan (1995) reviews the case study literature regarding the relationship

between inequality and cooperation in locally-managed irrigation systems,

primarily in Asia, and �nds that while equality tends to favor successful local

management in many cases, highly unequal traditional authority structures

may also have served the e�cient husbanding of resources. Baland and Plat-

teau (1997) likewise summarize many relevant examples from the case-study

literature; they focus more on forests, �sheries and grazing lands, and on

African cases. In an econometric study of the determinants of cooperation

in 104 local peasant committees in Paraguay, Molinas (1998) shows that

there is a u-shaped relationship between inequality of land distribution and

cooperative performance (in activities that include CPR management and

provision of local public goods). With recourse to both theoretical analy-

sis and empirical examples, Baland and Platteau show that inequality in

resource-use entitlements has an ambiguous impact on the e�ciency of the

equilibrium outcome in the completely unregulated case. In regulated set-

tings, inequality does not as a rule make common property regulation easier.

In the rest of this section we provide some simple and general theoretical

arguments to analyze the e�ect of asset inequality on cooperation within a

group, drawing upon the model in Dayton-Johnson and Bardhan (1997).

Although the model is couched in terms of a �shery, the qualitative results

should be in principle transferable to the case of other CPRs. In a two-player

noncooperative model we explore the necessary and su�cient conditions for

resource conservation to be a Nash equilibrium, and we show that,

42
Chan, Mestelman, Moir and Muller (1996) report that when the Bergstrom-Blume-

Varian model is tested in the laboratory, it correctly predicts the direction (though not the

magnitude) of change in group contributions when income is redistributed toward positive

contributors. It does not do so well in predicting individual behavior: individuals with low

incomes overcontribute to the public good, and high income individuals undercontribute.
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� contrary to the implication of the Olson hypothesis, increasing inequal-

ity does not, in general, favor full conservation. However,

� once inequality is su�ciently great, further inequality may push the

players closer to e�ciency.

Thus the theoretical model can generate a u-shaped relationship between

inequality and economic e�ciency.

In the preceding sections we have focused on a structure of incentives and

constraints arising from a deliberately chosen contract. In contrast in this

section the governing structure could be thought of more as a norm. The

norm is viewed as self-sustaining if it is a Nash equilibrium in a simultaneous

move game. The game is one of complete information. Markets are, however,

incomplete because it is di�cult to restrict access to the commons (whereas

market incompleteness in previous sections arises because some actions that

a�ect the gains from exchange are private information).

Consider a lake in which �sh are born in the Spring and are mature

in the Fall. If two �shers have access to the lake, it is then e�cient for

them to cooperate in waiting until the Fall to harvest the �sh. However

it may pay one of the �shers to defect and harvest in the Spring, when

there is no competition from the other �sher. Knowing this, it may be

pro�table for the second �sher to do the same. Moreover, if a nonwealthy

�sher cannot compete e�ectively against a wealthy �sher, it may never pay

the nonwealthy �sher to cooperate. Thus the e�cient output may require a

considerable degree of wealth equality. On the other hand with great wealth

inequality, the e�cient output can be approximated, simply because the

poor �sher has the means to harvest only a small portion of the stock of �sh

in the Spring.

Suppose the �shers are i = 1; 2, and each �sher i is endowed with wealth

wi > 0, representing the �shing capacity of the �sher's capital goods (boats,

tackle, nets, and the like), measured in number of units of �sh that can be

obtained in a period. There are two periods t = 1; 2 (Spring and Fall), in

each of which �sher i can apply some or all of his �shing capacity to farming

the lake.

Let F be the stock of �sh in the lake. In the �rst period, �sher i must

choose to use some portion ki of his capacity wi in �shing, so ki � wi.

Fishing yield is then given by

�i =

�
ki for k1 + k2 � F ;
kiF
k1+k2

otherwise.
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i.e., if the total take is less than F , �shers can �sh to their capacity. Other-

wise the �shers share F in proportion to the respective capacities they have

applied to farming the lake.

Between Spring and Fall the stock of �sh grows at rate g > 0, so that in

period 2 the supply of �sh is (1 + g)(F � �1 � �2).43 We assume the future

is not discounted, so each �sher's utility is simply the total amount of �sh

he catches. Clearly then in any e�cient outcome there will be no �shing in

period 1.

In the second period, each �sher i again chooses to apply some portion

of his capacity wi to farming the lake. We make the following commons

dilemma assumption:

w � w1 +w2 � (1 + g)F: (35)

This assumption insures that the threat of resource degradation is su�-

ciently acute. Alternatively, (35) can be interpreted as a feasibility condi-

tion: the �shers are capable of harvesting the entire stock if they desire.

In the subgame consisting of the second period, both �shers will always

�sh to capacity, and will receive second period payo�

(1 + g)(F � �1 � �2)
wi

w
;

where w = w1 + w2 is the total wealth of the two �shers. However one

�sher's period 1 action will enter the other �sher's period 2 payo�, and vice-

versa. Thus we must concentrate on the �shers' actions in the �rst period.

A strategy for each �sher is just a capacity choice ki in the �rst period, so

a strategy for the game is a pair fk1;k2g. We have

Theorem 14. The strategy pro�le f0,0g in which neither �sher harvests in

the �rst period is a Pareto optimum.

We call this situation a �rst best.

The goal of conservation in �sheries is to reduce �shing to some level so

that the remaining stock at the end of every period is su�cient to guarantee

the survival of the �sh population. In our simple model, that level has been

normalized to zero in the �rst period. The second period extends to the end

of the �shers' relevant economic horizons.44

43
If g were negative there would be no real dilemma. First period depletion of the

resource would be an equilibrium and an optimum.

44
In this model we have abstracted from the problem of discount rates in order to focus
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The following theorem notes the conditions under which the least e�cient

outcome is a Nash equilibrium.45

Theorem 15. If wi > g
1+g

F for i = 1; 2, then fw1;w2g (i.e., complete

resource depletion) is a Nash equilibrium.

If the inequality in Theorem 15 holds, each �sher has su�cient capacity that

if one �shes in the Spring, so little will remain in the Fall that the other

�sher's best response is not to wait but also to �sh in the Spring, sharing the

undepleted catch. Note in particular that Theorem 15 holds when wi > F

for i = 1; 2, so each �sher can unilaterally harvest the whole lake. When is

full conservation a Nash equilibrium?

Theorem 16. Full conservation is an equilibrium of the model if and only

if

wi �
w

1 + g
for i = 1; 2:

To see why this is true, suppose �sher 2 conserves. Then for every unit

�sher 1 harvests in the �rst period, he gives up (1 + g)w1=w in the second

period. Thus (1 + g)w1=w � 1 is the threshold above which �sher 1 will

conserve, conditional on conservation on the part of �sher 2.

This theorem suggests the following corollary. Let

�(w) = f(w10 ;w20)jw10 ;w20 � 0 and w10 +w20 = wg

be the set of all distributions of w. We say (w1
0
;w2

0
) 2 �(w) is a mean

preserving spread of fw1;w2g if jw1
0
�w2

0
j > jw1 �w2j. We have

Corollary 16.1. If (w10 ;w20) is a mean preserving spread of (w1;w2), then

full conservation is an equilibrium with initial wealth (w1
0
;w2

0
) only if it is

an equilibrium with initial wealth (w1;w2). Also, for all (w1;w2) 2 �(w)

there is a mean preserving spread (w1
0
;w2

0
) such that full conservation is

not an equilibrium with wealth (w1
0
;w2

0
).

more clearly on the incentives to conserve a resource. Formally, the discount rate would be

subtracted from g, the rate of resource regeneration. If the discount rate is greater than

g, �rst period depletion of the �shery is optimal, and conservation is not economically

rational. Furthermore, as we have seen above, it is reasonable to suppose that each

�sher's discount rate is a decreasing function of wealth. In this case, the more unequal the

distribution endowments, the more di�cult it will be to sustain universal conservation of

the resource. Taking account of a poor �sher's high rate of time preference is equivalent

to the situation in which the poor �sher faces a low rate of growth of the stock and hence

has little incentive to conserve.

45
For proof of this and the subsequent theorems in this section, see Dayton-Johnson

and Bardhan (1997).
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The Olson hypothesis that inequality enhances the prospects for collec-

tive action can be interpreted as a comparative static statement: increasing

inequality for a given level of aggregate wealth makes full conservation more

likely. The Corollary above suggests that this is not so. The second part

of the Corollary states that, starting from any wealth distribution, there

exists a less equal wealth distribution such that full conservation is not an

equilibrium. In particular, if full conservation is an equilibrium under the

initial distribution, then we know from Theorem 16 that wi � w=(1+ g) for

i = 1; 2. Then wealth can be taken from one �sher until wi < w=(1 + g) for

that �sher. Hence full conservation is no longer an equilibrium.

The Corollary to Theorem 16 shows that increased inequality does not

necessarily lead to equilibrium conservation. Theorem 17, shows that under

maximum inequality|that is, when one �sher holds all of the wealth|

conservation is an equilibrium.

Theorem 17. If g � 0 then under perfect inequality (w1 = 0 or w2 = 0),

full conservation is an equilibrium.

In part, Theorem 17 reects Olson's hypothesis that cooperation is more

di�cult in a group the larger the number of group members. In our �shery,

conservation is an equilibrium outcome when the number of �shers with

positive wealth is reduced to one. The above theorems consider only the

conditions under which full conservation by both �shers is an equilibrium.

The more realistic case in an unregulated �shery, and the case which may

be closer to Olson's thinking, is the one in which changes in the distribution

of wealth change the level of e�ciency among a set of ine�cient equilibria.

This is considered in the following theorem. Theorem 18 says that if the

distribution of wealth is su�ciently unequal already, then making it even

more unequal can increase e�ciency.

Theorem 18. De�ne F �(w1;w2) as the minimum amount of �rst period

�shing among all Nash equilibria of the game when the distribution of endow-

ments is (w1;w2). Whenever w > (1 + g)F , there exists (ŵ1; ŵ2) 2 �(w),

such that for all mean preserving spreads (w10 ;w20) of (ŵ1; ŵ2), we have

F �(w10 ;w20) < F �(ŵ1; ŵ2).

Indeed, the proof of Theorem 18 demonstrates that for the wealth dis-

tribution (ŵ1; ŵ2) = (w� gF=(1 + g); gF=(1 + g)) and all mean preserving

spreads of (ŵ1; ŵ2), �sher 1 will conserve regardless of the other's behavior.

The theorem also illustrates that the full conservation equilibrium under
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perfect inequality in Theorem 17 is a limiting case as inequality is increased.

For distributions such as (ŵ1; ŵ2), one �sher captures a su�ciently large

share of the returns to conservation that he will unilaterally conserve. In

particular, there exists an equilibrium in which the larger �sher conserves,

the smaller �sher does not, and any mean preserving spread increases e�-

ciency. If it were true that i's endowment were greater than w=(1+ g), then

by Theorem 16, �sher i will always conserve if �sher j does. If it were true

that is endowment were greater thanw=(1+g), then by Theorem 16, i would

always conserve if j did. Thus any mean preserving spread of (ŵ1; ŵ2), by

reducing �sher i's capacity, will increase e�ciency, since �sher j will play

zero and more �shing will be deferred until the second period. This, then,

is the commons analogue of the Olson public-goods hypothesis.

This situation is summarized in Figure 13, which shows (assuming g > 1,

which is clearly necessary for a cooperative equilibrium in the two-person

case examined here) that as �sher 2's share increases from 1/2, full e�ciency

is maintained until his share reaches g=(1 + g), at which point �sher 1 de-

fects, reducing the total catch. Then as the share of �sher 2 continues to

increase, the e�ciency of the system increases apace, since �sher 1 is capa-

ble of harvesting a decreasing fraction of the �sh stock in period 1. When

�sher 2 owns all the wealth, full e�ciency is restored.46

w
2

w
11/2 g=(1 + g)

Total
Catch

r

r rF (1 + g)

F (1 + g)� Fw1g

Figure 13: Inequality and the E�ciency of Cooperation

In �sheries worldwide, it has often been observed that large �shing com-

panies with more opportunities to move their eets elsewhere (compared

to the small-scale local �shers) are much less concerned about conservation

of �sh resources in a given harvesting ground. This phenomenon of di�er-

ential exit options depending on di�erential wealth levels extends also to

46
This �gure is due to J. M. Baland, personal communication.
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other CPRs. On the other hand, there are cases where the poorer or smaller

users may exercise an exit option.47 In order to analyze such cases Dayton-

Johnson and Bardhan (1997) extend the basic game presented above to the

case when there is an exit option depending on a �sher's endowment level,

wi; exit refers to investing or deploying one's capacity in another sector. In

general, any comparative-static assertions about whether full conservation

is a Nash equilibrium under di�erent wealth distributions depends on the

nature of the exit option function. In this connection Roland B�enabou has

pointed out to us that, consistent with his discussion of `inequality of in-

come versus inequality of power' in his paper (1996), what matters is not

inequality of wealth per se, but inequality of wealth relative to exit options

and threats. If the value of one �sher's exit option grows faster than one-

for-one with his wealth, then wealth inequality will foster rather than hinder

cooperation.

If exit options are concave functions of wealth, increased wealth inequal-

ity does not, in general, enhance the prospects for full conservation. If full

conservation is an equilibrium in a situation of perfect equality, then there

is a mean preserving spread of the wealth distribution under which full con-

servation is not an equilibrium. Under the unequal distribution of wealth, it

is the poorer �sher who �nds it in his interest to play the exit strategy. But

if the exit option functions are convex, it is the poorer �sher who has an

interest in conditional conservation, while the richer �sher prefers the exit

strategy. The nature of the exit option functions is ultimately an empirical

question. In many situations, an exit option function could plausibly be

linear beyond some level of wealth, but at lower levels of wealth it may be

convex as a result of borrowing constraints.

The noncooperative model sketched above points to the nature of the

complicated relationship between inequality and cooperation in an unregu-

lated commons situation. One of the themes emphasized by many writers in

the current policy discussion of the commons is that such problems are best

described not always as prisoner's dilemmas, but rather that in many cases

they may be problems of coordinating among multiple equilibria (Runge

1981, Ostrom 1990). This assertion is shared by our model: when the con-

ditions of Theorem 16 are satis�ed (i.e., wi � w=(1 + g) for i = 1; 2),

both resource degradation (depletion of the �sh stock in period 1) and full

conservation (no �shing in period 1) are equilibria. However, under many

parameter con�gurations, the problem is indeed a prisoner's dilemma: full

conservation, though a Pareto optimum, is not an equilibrium.

47
For many examples of exit by the large and the small, see Baland and Platteau (1997).
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One might presume that in real-world commons problems, economic ac-

tors often craft rules to regulate community use of common-pool resources.

In the context of our non-cooperative model of a �shery we may discuss one

possible regulatory mechanism that takes the form of asset redistribution:

�shers may decide to redistribute wealth before the game is played in order

to secure Pareto optimal outcomes.48 One is then interested in knowing

whether a �rst-best outcome can be realized, particularly in cases where a

�rst-best is not an equilibrium outcome of the unregulated game.

Theorems 15 through 17 above and their corollaries, regarding the basic

model, are comparative-static results considering the e�ect on e�ciency of

changes in the wealth distribution. If we make the assumption that wealth

can be redistributed, these results can be reinterpreted as statements about

the e�ects of redistribution. Thus, Theorem 16 tells us that, for asset dis-

tributions which give each �sher positive wealth, full conservation is an

equilibrium if and only if each �sher's share of total wealth is greater than

1=(1 + g). If g is at least one, then there always exists a wealth transfer

(perhaps negative) from �sher 1 to �sher 2 such that full conservation is an

equilibrium outcome. With the appropriate wealth transfer, full conserva-

tion can be supported as an equilibrium, even if it was impossible under the

initial distribution. However, one may ask whether both �shers (in partic-

ular, the �sher who is asked to give up some wealth) would agree to such a

transfer|or is this scheme of social regulation in fact Pareto optimal?

Let us say that the �sher who must cede some wealth to the other is

�sher 2. If the �shers do not agree to transfer s between them, presumably

the bad equilibrium will be played. In that case, �sher 2's payo� is w2F=w.

If the transfer is e�ected and the good equilibrium results, �sher 2's payo�

is (w2 � s)(1 + g)F=w. Is the latter greater than the former? It is, as long

as

s <
gw2

1 + g
:

This condition on the size of the transfer is always satis�ed if the condition

in Theorem 16 is satis�ed post-transfer for �sher i.

In this section we have focused on particular mechanisms linking wealth

inequality and economic performance.49 The case study literature refers to

48
In line with our earlier sections on land and on team production, we are assuming that

credit market imperfections inhibit the operation of a market in boats and other assets in

achieving �rst-best results.

49
Most of the economics literature concentrates on problems of sharing costs in collective

action dilemmas. Elster (1989) argues that problems of sharing bene�ts may frequently

lead to the breakdown of collective action. The latter problem is usually one of income
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a much richer variety of such mechanisms. In particular, social norms can

be powerful enforcers of cooperative agreements, but this power may be at-

tenuated in extremely unequal environments. Individuals may observe some

cooperative norms, but only in relation to the set of individuals they regard

as their peers. This perspective has its roots in the theory of social exchange,

one of whose founders, George Homans, comments: \The more cohesive a

group. . . the greater the change that members can produce in the behavior of

other members in the direction of rendering these activities more valuable."

Public goods experiments by Kramer and Brewer (1984) eliciting levels of

resource use in a commons tragedy situation found that common group

identity (as opposed to within group heterogeneity) contributed strongly to

conservation of the common resource.

This position receives some support from the experimental evidence. In-

deed, contrary to many conventional treatments, bargaining agents often fail

to reach the Pareto e�cient bargaining frontier for reasons initially surveyed

by (Johansen 1979). Initial inequality may be a cause of these bargaining

failures. Socially bene�cial cooperation often fails to materialize where the

relevant actors cannot agree on and precommit to a division of the gains

from cooperation. The resulting bargaining breakdowns are likely to occur

where the bargaining power or wealth of the actors is particularly disparate.

Experimental evidence suggests that subjects whose fallback positions are

very di�erent are less likely to come to agreements than are more equally

situated subjects (Lawler and Yoon 1996). Further, the extent of coopera-

tion and hence the average payo� in one-shot prisoner's dilemma games is

inversely related to an experimentally manipulated social distance between

the subjects (Kollock 1997). The resulting bargaining failures may occur be-

cause inequality heightens informational asymmetries among the bargaining

partners, because very unequal o�ers based on disparities in initial wealth

or bargaining power are likely to be perceived as unfair and rejected, as in

experimental play of the ultimatum game (Camerer and Thaler 1995, Rabin

1993), or because changes in the rules of the game necessary to allow pre-

commitments to ex post divisions of the gains to cooperation may be vetoed

by the wealthy, who may fear the general redistributive potential of such

institutional innovations.

It may also be that inequality a�ects the extent of enforceability of so-

cially regulated solutions. The transaction costs for regulatory mechanisms

may di�er with the level of pre-existing inequality. These ideas are yet to

inequality rather than wealth inequality, although highly unequal initial asset distributions

are likely to exacerbate the problem.
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be formalized.

7 Conclusion

The study of incomplete contracts prompted two reconsiderations of the rela-

tionship between inequality and allocative e�ciency. The �rst, a theoretical

concern, has led many economists to reject the canon that allocational and

distributional issues are separable and to recognize the stringency of the

assumptions by which the Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics and

the Coase theorem had initially established this separability result. The sec-

ond, a more practical concern, has been to reconsider the policy relevance

of the so called e�ciency equality tradeo�. In the preceding pages we have

surveyed some of the reasoning motivating both reconsiderations.

Where asymmetry or nonveri�ability of information, or nonexcludability

of users, makes contracts incomplete or unenforceable, and where for these

and other reasons there are impediments to e�cient bargaining, we have

shown that private contracting will not generally assign the control of as-

sets and the residual claimancy over income streams of projects to achieve

socially e�cient outcomes.

Can a mandated redistribution of wealth from the rich to those with

few assets|perhaps in conjunction with other policies addressed to market

failures arising from contractual incompleteness, for example in insurance|

do better? We have seen that there are cases where such a redistribution

will be sustainable in competitive equilibrium and will allow the nonwealthy

to engage in productive projects that would otherwise not be undertaken,

or to operate such projects in a more nearly socially optimal manner, or will

support a more socially e�cient use of common property resources. The

subjective costs to the nonwealthy of increased risk exposure associated with

residual claimancy on a variable income stream may be attenuated both by

the e�ect of the asset transfer itself and by insurance against risks that are

exogenous and public.

Thus mandated asset redistributions may rectify or attenuate the mar-

ket failures resulting from contractual incompleteness. But is there any

reason to expect that the indicated redistributions would be from rich to

poor rather than the other way around? In the pages above we have men-

tioned three cases in which highly concentrated assets may contribute to

allocative e�ciency: in attenuating common pool resource problems, in pro-

viding incentives for the monitoring of managers, and in inducing a socially

optimal level of risk taking. But in cases such as these, the asset will be

worth more to the wealthy than to the nonwealthy, and private contracting
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alone is su�cient to ensure an e�cient assignment or property rights, for the

wealthy do not face the credit market disabilities that sometimes prevent

the nonwealthy from acquiring residual claimancy and control rights. Thus

the class of productivity enhancing asset redistributions is predominantly

from the wealth to the asset poor.

The costs of mandated asset redistributions must also be carefully con-

sidered. The social welfare gains from a producitivity enhancing asset re-

distribution accrue to the recipients. As we have stressed, there may be no

feasible means of recovering the costs of the redistribution from the recipi-

ents without destroying the incentive e�ects upon which the gains depend.

Thus in general the government will be obliged to �nance such redistribu-

tion by increasing its revenue through taxation and other �scal means. The

disincentive e�ects of such measures are well known and potentially severe

(Buchanan, Tollison and Tullock 1980) but need not outweigh the allocative

bene�ts of the redistribution (Ho� and Lyon 1995). Of course these disin-

centive costs fall on all forms of egalitarian redistribution, including health

and unemployment insurance, income transfers and job creation programs,

not just redistributions that are productivity enhancing.

It is clear, then, that distributional and allocational issues are thus in-

extricable, and that while there can be no presumption that egalitarian

redistribution will improve e�ciency, the conventional presumption to the

contrary must also be rejected.

Recognition of the importance of incomplete contracts has had another

consequence in economics: the revival of the classical economists' concern

with \getting the institutions right." It is now commonplace to attribute

national di�erences in economic performance to di�erences in institutional

structures, and to explain persistent economic backwardness by institu-

tions that fail to align incentives in productivity enhancing ways. Many

economists equate \getting the institutions right" with establishing unam-

biguous property rights, along with institutions for the unimpeded transfer

of these rights. In this they follow Coase (1960): \. . . all that matters (ques-

tions of equity aside) is that the rights of the various parties should be well

de�ned. . . " (p. 19).

But Coase himself stressed the crucial nature of his assumption of zero

transaction costs, so we can set aside as utopian the possibility that property

rights could be perfected to such an extent that all external e�ects are

internalized through complete contracting. If incomplete contracts are thus

unavoidable, we have shown that \what matters" for allocative e�ciency

includes who holds the property rights and not simply that the rights be

well de�ned.
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The reasons extend considerably beyond the cases we have considered

above, but they may be summarized as follows. We know that di�ering

initial distributions of assets may persist over long periods. Further the

pattern of holdings may exercise a powerful inuence on the viability of dif-

fering structures of economic governance, by which we mean the entire nexus

of formal and informal rules governing economic activities. The e�ects of

wealth di�erences on patterns of residual claimancy and control that we have

stressed are examples. But so is the more comprehensive sharp contrast in

the institutional structure of societies with yeoman as opposed to latifundia

based agriculture Engerman and Sokolo� (1994). While highly ine�cient

governance structures will not be favored in competition with substantially

more e�cient ones, the selection process is both slow and imperfect. Dou-

glass North comments that \economic history is overwhelmingly a story of

economies that failed to produce a set of economic rules of the game (with

enforcement) that induce sustained economic growth." (1990):113.

Thus institutions may endure for long periods because they are favored

by powerful groups for whom they secure distributional advantage. For this

reason inequality in assets may impede economic performance by obstructing

the evolution of productivity enhancing institutions. In addition to the

incentive problems on which we have focused, this may be true both because

maintaining highly unequal distributions of assets may be costly in terms

of resources devoted to enforcing the rules of the game and because at least

under modern conditions inequality may militate against the di�usion of

cultural norms such as trust that are valued precisely because they are often

able to attenuate the problems arising from contractual incompleteness.
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